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Thanksgiving concert returns to Blackwelder Hall
By Marcellus Freeman

T

he sweet sounds of
swing and smooth
jazz, along with harmonized
voices, came pouring out of the
Blackwelder Hall on Thursday,
November 14.
The Music Department held
its annual Thanksgiving concert,
though it was cancelled last year
due to the lengthy renovation of
the auditorium. They collected
many non-perishable items while
jamming to the smooth sounds
of the Jazz Band and the gospel
sounds of the choruses.
Those who attended donated more than a hundred canned
goods to be donated to the
Maple Morgan Park Food Pantry,
a local homeless shelter.
Chorus director Gabrielyn
Watson-Foster was very pleased
with the event.
“I thought that [the fall show]
was really, really good,” she said.
“I was really happy.”
The Jazz Band performed
classic tunes from Buddy Rich and
many other artist of the swing, latin, and contemporary jazz genres.
Audience members tapped their
feet, clapped their hands, and
nodded their heads to the solos

Please turn to page 6 for

CONCERT TO HELP
LESS FORTUNATE

Above: Jazz band members Shelana Martin, Alexia Moore, Daja
Carter, and Andrea Newell perform during the Thanksgiving
concert last month. At right: The mixed chorus sings
“Hallelujah” later in the evening. The musical groups showcased
their talents while collecting canned goods for a local food
pantry. (Photos by Jaquan Kilgore and Joshua Brock)

Academic Center students exceed ISAT
while others slide in CPS, statewide
T

INSID E

he 7th and 8th grade
students who attend
Morgan Park High School’s
Academic Center earned
the distinction of having 100
percent meeting or exceeding
many of the standards on the
Illinois Standard Achievement
Test (ISAT) administered
last spring. Their results
are in sharp contrast to the
widespread drop among many
Chicago public elementary
schools.
The 7th graders (this
year’s 8th Grade Class) had
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100 percent meet/exceed in
Reading, 100 percent in Science,
and 97.8 percent in Math. The 8th
graders had 96.7 percent in Reading and 90.2 percent in Math.
Academic Center Class of
2014 students said they did so
well because MP offers a very
special program.
“Other elementary schools
don’t have experience like we
do,” Janell Mason said. “We’ve
been exposed to high school
[level] classes.”
The instructional staff members are beneficial, according

to 13-year-old Lauryn Smith,
because they are demanding.
“[We did so well on the
ISAT because] we we pushed
harder,” she said. “We felt like
we had an expectation to meet
as well as personal goals.”
Only 16 CPS schools had
at least 90 percent or better
meet/exceed on the composite score. Lane Tech, Edison,
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New vending machines
offer less for more,
say students
By Courtney Jones
and Oriana Hondras
Cute-sized
drinks like
those now
offered in
the vending
machines, not
worth it, say
purchasers.

S

tudents have been
complaining about
the new vending machine
beverages being sold, claiming
that they aren’t getting a bang
for their buck.
The two new drink
machines, as well as the two
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Observing school policy is small price to pay for senior fun
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By Ashley Evans

s seniors, we need to
make sure we focus on
our attendance, student conduct,
and school debts more than ever,
especially that this is our last
year. Many people last year had
senior activities such as prom and
luncheon taken away because
of those issues. A few people
end up being able to attend the
events but it’s not going to be too
many loop holes around it this
year with new administration.
Senior year brings plenty
of exciting and fun-filled events
throughout the entire year, but
how would it feel if you couldn’t
attend any after waiting for four

years with your friends and fellow
classmates. We need to make
sure that our year goes smoothly
and without setbacks.
In the senior meeting we had
Wednesday, November 20, 2013,
officials went over the requirements we need for our senior
activity checklists. All seniors will
receive a senior activity checklist
card on April 1, 2014 for prom
and luncheon.
Another checklist for graduation will be given out on May
27, 2014. Tickets will not be sold
and gap/gown/graduation tickets
will not be issued to any senior
without a completed card. Also,
prom, luncheon, and graduation
fees/ tickets will only be sold in

a short window of time because
of the new CPS (Chicago Public
Schools) policies.
You must receive signatures
from the main office, attendance
office, deans’ office, counselors,
and librarian. In order to receive
the signatures you have to pay
all school debts, have no more
than 10 unexcused absences for
second semester, have not been
suspended for serious disruptive
behavior effective as of November 20, 2013, have completed
FAFSA, have completed at least
40 service learning hours, pay
library debts, and complete the
senior exit questionnaire.
It’s very important that we
follow the rules and complete

everything by the given deadlines. They will continue to have
senior meetings and stress the
importance of completing the
tasks so that we can participate.
Administration will not feel sorry
at the end so get this done by
starting now.
These deadlines were presented to make sure people get
their debts paid in a timely manner. These set schedules prepare
you for life after high school when
you’re going to have to pay bills.
Deadlines create discipline and
are strict to enforce to pay their
dues on time.
I agree with the school; they
want their money, and the best
way to effectively receive it is by

taking away very important events
such as prom and graduation.
Who wants to miss their senior
prom because of easily resolvable
debts, attendance, or conduct?
To me, that’s embarrassing
and could be completely avoided. These silly suspensions add
up and can be the cause of the
exemption from the events. Just
learn to abide by the rules so it
won’t be any confusion when it’s
time to buy prom tickets starting
in April.
Be very aware of the rules
and regulations and we all should
know by now we’ve been here
for a while. It’s our year, Class of
2014, to not have any setbacks,
and let the year flow smoothly.

Quality of today’s animated cartoons--pffft! In my opinion
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By Maya James

e can all recall waking
up early, running
downstairs grabbing our favorite
sugar-filled cereal and plopping
ourselves in front of the television
to watch our favorite Saturday
morning cartoon. Our generation
remembers that big football
shaped head that would always
try his very best to help anyone

who needed it “Hey Arnold,”
or the dumb babies that would
always find themselves in an
adventure “The Rugrats.” There
has been a serious decline in
the quality of cartons in the past
decade.
Saturday morning cartoons
have been a chance to explore
places unknown, test the very
laws of physics, save the world,
and even get to be saved by the

by Kristen
						 Miles

bell. The majority of cartoons in
the 1990s didn’t just serve as entertainment but served as teaching tools. Cartoons were often
educational and applied to the very
people that they were aired for.
“Arthur” was and educational
television series, the show was
based on the Arthur book series.
The show focuses on Arthur Read
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enior year is the year
that everyone is excited
for. There’s senior board, parties,
prom, and lastly, graduation. But
somehow senior year has become
the most stressful year of all.
If not preparing to take the
ACT over or writing several essays for universities, it’s making
sure the counselors are doing a
decent job of sending the proper
information to colleges by certain
deadlines.
Seniors at MP are the last
to be thought or cared about.
For example, counselor’s being
sent out to various meetings or
conducting endless recruitment
drives at other schools becomes
an inconvenience.
That one day, or even one
week, throws off the process
that seniors set for themselves.
Everyone knows that the college
process isn’t an easy one.
Truthfully, it wasn’t made to
be one. Universities and colleges want to know which of their

prospective students are willing
to work hard the education that
they deserve. But the process
at MP brings discouragement
to some students. There should
never be a question about the
process of senior information
being sent off at a timely manner.
Also, if a counselor is absent,
others should be able to make an
accommodation for those who
need help.
But I get it; everybody is
overextended at MP and it’s
difficult to get your own work
done, much less someone else’s.
However, senior year is the most
important one in a student’s high
school career, so if something is
urgent, well, it’s really urgent, and
someone should step in and give
assistance.
At the beginning of the
school year, the seniors had
meetings that discussed what
will be expected of them and
what should be excepted
from the staff and faculty. For
example, when scholarship

notifications were discuss, we
were told that it’ll broadcast
on the TVs in the lunchroom
or available in the office. Well,
where’s the information? When
the student comes into the office asking for the information,
it shouldn’t become a “Where’s
Waldo” fest.
The college process at MP
should start improving now
before it’s too late. Every piece
of information that comes into
that office should be immediately
placed, especially in regards to
college paperwork.
Also, everyone should have
the opportunity to sit in and
listen to college representatives
that visit the school. Visits and
workshops after school would be
extremely helpful for students
who probably can’t get out of
class or don’t have time to do it
when they get home.
This process shouldn’t weigh
solely on the seniors, and the
counselors, for that matter. It
should become a school-wide
effort.
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School officials are seeking to add
two tech programs for next school year
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Gaming Programming
and Media Arts may
be offered
By Brandon Riley

T

2011
2012
2013

he administration is
seeking to add two new
in tech-savvy courses that would
be available next year to enhance
student education with computer
gaming and media.

Although it’s early in the
Schools who are already offering
application process through the
the IB Diploma Programme can
Career and Technical Education
apply to offer the IBCC.
Department (CTE) with Chicago
The Game Programming
7th
GradeSchools
AC
CPS
Illinois
Public
(CPS), it appears
and Digital Media classes will be
likely that100
the gaming course,
available
to most students but
73
79
and perhaps a Digital Media
based on specific selection crite100
course, will
be offered as71
early
ria.78Students will be able to use
as the 2013-2014
school 72
year.
computer
software and technol100
59
These courses would constitute
ogy to develop games, apps, and
the career path component of
media arts.
the International Baccalaureate
Please turn to page 5 for
Career-related Certificate (IBCC)
CAREER TECH
program, which MP is seeking
7th Grade
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approval
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Students attend
annual HBCU fair

Illinois

Keller, Whitney Young, and SkinISAT Reading score trend
ner North all had a 100 percent
meet/exceed; Decatur had 99
percent; Taft High School and
Lenart had 98 percent; Poe, Lind7th Grade AC
CPS
Illinois
blom Academy, and Morgan Park
had 97 percent; Kenwood High 2011
98
78
84
School, Skinner, and McDade had
2012
100
79
85
96 percent; Hawthorne had 92
98
53
59
percent; and Lincoln Park High 2013
School had 91 percent.
7th Grade AC
CPS
Illinois
This is even more impressive considering that only 52.5
percent of CPS third- through
eighth-graders met or exceeded
state standards — a drop of
nearly 22 percentage points from
last year, according to a Chicago
7th Grade AC
CPS
Illinois
Tribune report.
98
78
84
The CPS drop is due to the 2011
Illinois State Board of Education 2012
100
79
85
7th Grade AC
CPS
Illinois
which has raised the performance
2013
98
53
59
expectations for the ISAT as part
of the ongoing effort to better
prepare students for college and
careers in the 21st century.
ISAT Math score trend
“The state [changed] how the
ISAT is scored by implementing
7th Grade AC
CPS
Illinois
higher expectations for elemen2011
98
78
84
tary and middle school students
under the new Common Core
2012
100
79
85
State Standards, which outline
2013
98
53
59
the skills and content our stu7th Grade AC
CPS
Illinois
dents must master at each grade
level to continue on the path to
college and career readiness,”
according to Illinois State Board
of Education (ISBE) website FAQs.
“This change is similar to changing a grading scale from where
90-100 was considered an A to
now 94-100 is considered an A.”
7th Grade AC
CPS
Illinois
As the ISAT is entering its last
2011
98
73
82
year of use, as the state changed
the rules for what scores were
2012
100
72
80
necessary to meet or exceed
7th
Grade
AC
CPS
Illinois
2013
100
73
79
state standards on the test. The
new Partnership for Assessment
of Readiness for College and
Careers (PARCC) assessments will
ISAT Science score trend
replace the ISAT and will consist
of multiple choice and open-ended questions. Students will take
these assessments from second
grade through twelfth, four times
7th Grade AC
CPS
Illinois
a year. The assessment will be
7th
Grade
AC
CPS
Illinois
2011
98
73
82
field-tested this spring and will be
100
72
80
fully operational in the 2014-2015 2012
school year.
2013
100
73
79
PARCC is a consortium of 18
states plus the District of Columbia
and the U.S. Virgin Islands working
together to develop a common
set of K-12 assessments in English
7th Grade AC
CPS
Illinois
and math anchored in what it
takes to be ready for college and
2011
98
73
82
careers. This assessment is more
2012
100
72
80
closely aligned with the more challenging Common Core State Stan2013
100
73
79
dards (CCSS) which have recently
7th Grade AC
CPS
Illinois
been adopted by CPS.

Above: Many Chicago
Public Schools (CPS)
students attend the 10th
annual CPS Siemens
HBCU College Fair held
at the Sheraton Hotel and
Towers last month, where
they had the opportunity
to visit with representatives from 31 schools, with some
receiving on-site admission and scholarship offers. Inset:
Students show off their admissions form and an offer from
a school. (Photos by Zakiyyah Smith)
By Zakiyyah Smith

S

iemens Industry Inc.,
in conjunction with
other facilities, held a college
fair at the Sheraton Hotel and
Towers for CPS students who
were interested in Historically
Black Colleges and Universities
(HBCUs) on Friday November
8, at which many were
represented.
At the 10th annual CPS
Siemens HBCU College Fair,
students met with representatives from 31 HBCUs during
the morning field trip. Students
were encouraged complete
applications for admission
and bring transcripts and ACT
scores to the event. HBCU’s
awarded over $38 million in
scholarship offers to CPS students at the 2012 event.
CPS seniors with a 3.0 GPA
and an ACT composite of 20
or higher or CPS seniors with a
3.0 GPA and an ACT of 17 and
number one in graduating class
were encouraged to attend.
MP seniors received onsite admissions and a lot of
scholarships during the threehour period. One senior, Alexis
Gale, received a full ride to
Alabama State University.
“I feel HBCUs are a great
cultural experience, as far as
being surrounded by your
racial equals,” Gale said.
The program helps
soon-to-be graduates another
chance to get specifics on a
large group of post-secondary
institutions.
“It gave us the opportunity to learn about more
colleges and see what they
were about,” senior Charles
Bournes said. “I also had a
chance to talk with admission
reps, and, in some cases, was
able to apply and get accepted on the spot.”
There are over 16,000 universities in the world. However,

only about 100 are HBCUs,
historically black colleges and
universities. A lot of African
Americas and other nationally
only look to HBCUs to help
further their education. Some
students only want to attend
these schools because they
have predominantly African
American student enrollment,
but some students know nothing about these school at all.
After The Higher Education Act of 1965, Congress
officially defined an HBCU as
“a school of higher learning
whose principal mission was
and is the education of African
Americans and was accredited
and established before 1964.”
The first HBCU was Cheney
University in Pennsylvania it
was founded in 1837. Many
of the others were established
post-civil war, 1864.
For years, HBCUs were
the only way for African
Americans to get a college
education. HBCUs are popular
among the African American
community for offering culture,
history and great academic
programs.
The goal of the schools
are to prepare students for
leadership and life after graduation. They play a huge role in
the American system of higher
education. Today, HBCUs are
still one of the surest ways
for an African Americans and
many other races to receive a
quality education.
When the question “Do
you want to attend an HBCU?”
was asked of senior honor
student, Maryah Person, she
hastily replied, “Yes, I feel like
being in an environment where
the people not only look alike
but have my same goals is
great. And I feel like HBCUs
are not appreciated by black

Please turn to page 4 for

HBCU FAIR
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continued from page 3

S

ophomore Christopher Watkins placed first in the 6th
annual Mikva Challenge Soapbox speech competition last
month held at Wishnick Hall at the Illinois Institute of Technology.
Over 200 students from 36 schools gathered to give
speeches in front of their peers, teachers and prominent community leaders of Chicago, according to the Mikva Challenge
website. These students were selected from over 3,000 youth
who participated in classroom competitions this year.
“Bullying, domestic violence, gangs, inequality and homelessness were just a few of the topics that were presented to the
audience with intimate personal references and shocking statistics,” a summary of the events reads on the site.
Local organization sponsor and teacher Carrie Kelso was
equally impressed with those who participated.
“All the students that presented today were amazing,” she
said. “I am so proud.”
Project Soapbox was started six years ago by Mikva Challenge with the intention of providing CPS students with a
legitimate platform to stand up and voice out their issues to their
peers and community members.
You can check out more info at Mikvachallenge.org or Twitter @MikvaChallenge #ProjectSoapbox #EmpehiKidsRock.

Students who attended the HBCU fair show off some
paraphernalia, courtesy of Morgan State University. (Photo by
Zakiyyah Smith)
people enough because they were
firstly founded for the better of our
black community as a whole.”
While the 100 HBCUs
represent just three percent of
the nation’s institutions of higher
learning, they graduate nearly

20 percent of African Americans
who earn undergraduate degrees,
according to In addition, the
institutions graduate more than
50 percent of African American
professionals and public school
teachers. And they do all this in

the face of declining enrollment
and reduced budgets.
“They might not have the
most money, but they have the
best when it comes to experience,” senior Brittney McMillion
said. “People need to realize
regardless of if you go to a PWI
[Predominantly White Institution]
or an HBCU, it’s all about what
you make it not the university.
HBCUs should get way more
credit than they do.”
On the other hand, some
what to experience diversity while
furthering their education.
“I haven’t really looked
into any HBCUs,” senior James
Jackson said. “I want to attend a
regular university because I want
to mingle with different cultures of
people. Being that I go to a mostly
African American school, I would
love to step on the other side of
the fence and venture out.”

LESS FOR MORE
continued from page 1

Students wonder what happened
accompanying snack machines,
located in the new building near
to the old Snapple machines with
the cafeteria, replaced the six that the nicely-sized aluminum cans of
were provided before.
juice for $1.
“Why can’t we just get the
The reduced number of majuice back from like last year?”
chines caused some to grumble
senior Jaquan Kilgore asked. “I’d
initially, especially considering
that the units are quickly sold out rather pay that than to pay [for]
what I have no choice but to pay
on a nearly daily basis. But then
now.”
students
As
realized
much
that there
as some
was a 50
would like
percent
to place
price
the blame
increase for
on the
a beveradministraage that is
tion for
significantly
choosing
reduced
the current
in size.
machines,
Gatorade,
Chicago
and other
Public
popular
Schools
products,
(CPS) is acnow cost
tually who
$1.50 for
people
a 10 oz.
should
container.
point the
Tenfinger at.
sions grew
The way
further
schools sewhen the
cure snack
administraproviders
tion reinIce cream lovers’ dreams may come
is through
troduced
true if the administration approves
vendors
the “zero
a vender who expressed interest to
chosen by
tolerance”
place a Blue Bunny ice cream machine the school
for liquids
board. And
policy after at MP.
this year,
Halloween
there is a completely new vendor
last month.
for liquids due to the fact that our
“I don’t understand why I
previous vendor lost their bid with
can’t bring my own liter of juice
CPS.
for $1,” Academic Center senior
“This is the snack vendor
Alexis Gale said. “The juices sold
who has now picked up our water
now are way too small. They’re
and juice component,” Tengone before you can even
quench your thirst. It’s ridiculous.” nial said. “Originally, we had a
separate vendor for the water and
As much as students feel
juice. So that’s why it’s a different
like their voice isn’t being heard,
that’s the exact opposite of what’s size and different amount.”
Another complaint the asreally going on. Assistant Principal
sistant principal addressed is that
Gail Tennial hears everyone loud
the juice and water sells out really
and clear.
fast.
“I saw [the new juice bottles]
“We could speak to this
and I heard about them,” she
vendor about getting additional
said. “Some of the staff actually
machines,” Tennial said. “And I
mentioned it, as well. So here’s
know they run out rather quickly
what we’re going to do. We’re
because there are only two. But
going to contact the vendor and
I know they’re here every mornlet them know that that’s a concern and an issue for our students ing to replenish them, but with
a student population of 1,400
and staff.”
students, I’m sure it goes quickly.”
How did the new juice
Usually, the contracts schools
machines even come about?

offer to vendors are generally
long term (multi-year), such as
the Snapple machines MP had
before. Currently, there is has
a temporary contract with this
particular vendor until the Board
of Education finalizes all of the
vendors for the 2013-2014 school
year.
Other vendors have approached school officials, according to Tennial, with at least one
offering something that students
would likely love.
“We have had other vendors
approach us with an ice cream
machine,” she said. “You guys
don’t want ice cream? I would.
So we’re going to look into that
one.”
As far as the zero tolerance
for liquids, the policy still stands
and will remain.
“Well, it’s been questionable
because [some] students will take
containers, water bottles, and put
liquor in them,” she said, “and
unfortunately it impacts all students when one person decides
to do that.”
Some have suggested that if
a container has an unbroken seal,
then it should be allowed.
“I get it, [but] they do it every
day at the airport,” she said, referring to Transportation Security
agents (TSA) who monitor entry
at airport check-in stations. “It’s
a safety concern. If we allow
students to bring juice and water,
some students [might] bring
bleach and liquor; we’re responsible for students who get injured
and hurt as a result of that.”
Some students feel as if
though school officials are picking
on them with the policy.
“The staff just be on dirt with
us basically,” Academic Center
senior Aliyah Simmons said. “Like,
we don’t even be doing nothing.
Well, I don’t be doing nothing. So
let me bring my juice.”
Tennial entirely rejects the
idea of “picking” on students.
“It’s not like we sit in the
background and say ‘How can
we make it more difficult for
student? Let’s take their water
and juice,’” she said. “You guys
should never feel like that. Dr.
Epps [the principal] is not that
kind of administrator where she
is trying to be punitive to you
guys. She’s looking at safety, and
that’s a safety issue.”

Mashed potatoes, cupcakes
available from vending machines
Pizza Vending Machine (US)
The innovative machine holds, cooks
and serves 9” whole pizza pies in just
2 minutes. There are three different
pizzas available in each machine at
one time. Connie’s Pizza of Chicago is
featured in all WonderPizza Kiosks.

Sprinkles Cupcake ATM (US)
For Sprinkles addicts on the go, swing by the
Cupcake ATM! Conveniently located on their
bakery’s patio, the Cupcake ATM is continuously restocked day and night with a variety
of freshly baked cupcake flavors ($4) and even
cupcakes for your dog! There is a location in
Chicago, as well as 12 other U.S. spots.

French Fries Vending Machine
(Europe, Australia)
The machine stores frozen potatoes. When
an order comes in, the robot genius who lives
inside will flash fry them for two minutes then
season them before serving. It will cost you
between $1.50-$2. Selling these would be
easy at MP!

Banana Vending Machine (Japan)
Located in Tokyo’s Shibuya train station, this
machine dispenses both single bananas and
‘naners in bunches. Both are wrapped in
plastic. At $1.50 per banana, they do cost
more than what you would pay at the average
Japanese grocery.

Mashed Potato Vending Machine
(Singapore)
This mashed potato vending machine lives in
a 7-11 in Singapore. It costs $1 to fill your cup
with hot mashed potatoes and a vat of gravy.
Mmmmm?
(Source: Buzzfeed.com)
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CAREER TECH EXPECTED SOON
continued from page 3

International Baccalaureate
(IB) coordinator Morgan Mudron,
who is working with Curriculum
and Instruction Coach Gerald
Moore in coordinating the application process, expects the
course to help expand possibilities of future classes.
“It’s an exciting opportunity
for students to be able to learn
something they could be interested in,” Mudron said. “It also presents a different way to approach a
higher level of learning.”
Most classes available to
students don’t seem to offer
much outside of lectures, bookwork, note-taking, and a few
others. This class could offer an
alternative to the norm of high
school courses. Tying in the use of
today’s important technology with
education could be a win-win situation for students and teachers.
The Game Programming
track would include a Fundamentals of Information Technology,
which MP already offers with
teacher John Genell. The two
new courses, Gaming Concepts
I and II feature creating a game
that use gravity physics, while
also producing one that could be
played on the Xbox.
But just because it’s called
gaming, it won’t be easy. Students will have to learn System
Development Life Cycle process
and the programming language
C++.
The sequence for Media
Arts would include the study the
principles of graphic design, plus
Adobe Photoshop, InDesign, and

Illustrator, while building basic
animations, a website, and a
movie.
CTE offer 46 different programs organized within 12 different industries, with options ranging from Business and Finance to
Health Sciences to Architecture.
It’s hope that MP will land both
the Digital Media class (from the
Media and Communication Arts
cluster, which includes Broadcast
Technology) and Game Programming (as part of the Information
Technology cluster, which also
offers Web Design, Network Cabling, Business System Networking, and others).
Once MP gains approval to
offer the IBCC certificate, these
special courses would become
the career component required,
and those wishing to take either
of the two career paths would
have to take the IB courses, too.
The IBCC framework is built
around three interconnected
elements: at least two Diploma
Programme courses; an IBCC
core that includes approaches to
learning, community and service,
language development and a
reflective project; an approved
career-related study (CTE Information Technology or Media and
Communication Arts).
Since the classes would consist of highly prevalent things in
today’s society, such as visual arts,
social communications, media
technology, and more, students
might quickly sign up for it.
However, exceptional technology
would be needed for a class like

this to function and excel.
“We’re in contact with the
Career and Technical Education
Department from CPS,” Mudron
said. “We’re working with them to
make sure we have everything we
need [for the class].”
No money from the school’s
budget will need to be spent, as
the CTE Department provides
funding for all technology and
infrastructure needed.
Some students have heard
of the classes and expect them to
be a positive investment. Junior
IB student Tahja Shabazz believes
the new courses would interest.
“The class[es] would attract a lot of people’s attention
because it would require a bunch
of communication and hands-on
activity instead of frequent bookwork,” Shabazz said. “Students
should take advantage of the
course[s] because of the importance of the field[s] in the future
and the confidence you can build
within it.”
Although the CTE program
boasts a new chance at a different type of education, there is
the possibility that it won’t be
successful. Anticipation and expectation can be either a good or
bad thing, according to junior IB
student Melvin Robinson.
“Even though [CTE] interests
me, some students might think it’s
a waste,” Robinson said. “Students might sign up for the class
and get the opposite of what
they expected, like hands-on
activity and get something different.”

Board has plenty to do
to plan for seniors, says advisor
By Shauntice Allen
and Ahnnyshia Hibler

C

areer & Technical Education (CTE) programs introduce
students to a variety of careers, along with the
requirements for entry (i.e., high school diploma, professional
certification, college degree or more). Two tracks are being
sought for MP, with tech-heavy course work. The following are
course descriptions associated with the sequences, as provided
on the Choose Your Future web portal.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Want to make a
game like Grand
Theft Auto 5
(above)? Then
you’ll have to
know C++ (right)
like the back of
your hand.
Fundamentals of Information Technology
This is the first course in a three year sequence of all Information
Technology classes. This course sets a foundation in the core
concepts which will prepare you to choose a strand specialization
for your junior and senior years. In addition, this course includes
up to six 4-week seminars in the strand focus areas offered at
your school to introduce you to key IT concepts, software and
hardware terminology, as well as hardware functionality in business and home technology. As a result of your experiences in
this course, you will demonstrate competency in a core set of
applications, including Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint as
well as develop proficiency in using the Internet and PC operating systems.
Gaming Concepts I
This is the second course in a three year sequence of the Game
Design classes. The primary purpose of this course is to prepare
you to pursue careers in Business, Marketing, Accounting, Database Management, or other fields within information technology.
You will create a game that has collisions and uses gravity physics; create a story board for a game and create a corresponding
game. You will apply major project tasks to each stage of the
System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) in order to create your
game.

T

he Senior Board advisor
is helping the graduating
class of 2014 year run smoothly.
Senior Board sponsor Katrina
Richard is taking all the necessary
steps to make the Senior Class
of 2014 year run as smoothly and
organized as possible.
“Before starting anything, I
first have to look at our budget
to see how much money we have
for funds then after looking at the
budget I have to submit forms to
get approval for the funds,” Richard said. “Then I have to mobilize
the Senior Board in marketing,
making flyers and plugging the
event in those kinds of things,
and if it’s a paid event, those tickets have to be sold and reports
have to be given...but before any
of those things can happen, the
venue has to be reserved.”
Over the past years, the Senior
Board has been successful with
making sure that all senior activities were up to par; also, current
members would like to continue on
with the legacy and make sure that
things are done correctly.
Some say that this student
organization is very important.
“I feel like the Senior Board is
very helpful,” senior Deanna Kinds
said. “It offers the seniors an opportunity to voice our wants.”
The board has tried to make
other seniors more aware of

21st
century
courses

Senior Board advisor Katrina Richard speaks to the group’s
representatives during an after-school meeting held in late
October. The board is responsible for planning the entire year’s
activities for the Senior Class.
what’s going on with upcoming
events.
“I think Senior Board is very
helpful because the people on
the Senior Board speak for all the
other seniors and let’s us know
what’s coming up next,” senior
Dymond Bruce said.
Prom has always been known
to be the most exciting and
extravagant event during a high
school student’s senior year, but
that’s not always the case.
“My graduation matters the
most to me because prom isn’t
all that important,” senior Brian
White said.
So far, it’s difficult to compare

the effectiveness of this Senior
Class with last year’s. “
Honestly, right now it’s too
early to tell if this Senior Board is
better than the last year’s senior
board.” Richards said. “For example, the Senior Board elections
were based off of 140 votes and
there are over 300 students in the
senior class. So that, right there,
shows that this year’s senior class
isn’t being as [good of a] participant as they should’ve been.”
The annual senior luncheon
has been a controversial issue since

Please turn to page 6 for

SENIOR BOARD

Gaming Concepts II
This is the final course in a three year sequence of the Game Design classes. The primary purpose of this course is to prepare you
to pursue careers in Business, Marketing, Accounting, Database
Management, or other fields within information technology. In
Game Concepts II, you will create a game for X box using C++
or C#; create a game using Python in Panda 3D; and collaborate
in teams to create a two player game and a portfolio that uses a
business model structure.

DIGITAL MEDIA
Want to be the
next Speilberg?
In Digital
Media, you’ll
learn how to
use industrystandard
film editing
software.

Digital Media I
This is the first course in a three-year sequence of Digital Media
classes. In this course you will identify the basic principles of

Please turn to page 7 for DIGITAL

MEDIA
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CONCERT TO HELP LESS FORTUNATE
continued from page 1

that highlighted the evening.
Despite having many new
members joining the band this
year, band director Shemeka
Nash felt that the group has
gelled nicely.
“I thought they performed
extremely well,” the music
teacher said. “We lost half the
Jazz Band last year, so for many of
the students this is their first year
playing jazz.”

However the band member
weren’t the only ones to excite
the audience. The girls chorus,
boys chorus and the mixed chorus
performances were thrilling, and
they brought audience member
to their feet. The altos, sopranos,
tenors, and basses harmonized
gospel tunes and military songs
of the past and present.
“I loved the overall performance,” said science teacher

Sandra Payne, who attended her
first MP concert. “The band and
choirs were great.”
Now that the Thanksgiving
holiday has passed, the Music
Department is looking towards
the Christmas concert, which was
also cancelled last December.
Concert band members will be
formally dressed in tuxedos and
concert gowns, and the choir will
be showing their Christmas spirit.

“As far as the Christmas
concert, we’re getting it together
now,” Foster said. “I’m asking
[chorus members] if they have any
[special] ideas; I have some, but
I’m not telling! But there will be a
big finale with all the choirs and
the band.”
The Christmas band concert will be held next Thursday
night, on December 12, while
the Christmas chorale concert is

At right: The mixed
chorus performs “Hallelujah”
in Blackwelder Hall, with the
many canned goods that guests
brought for admission lining
the stage. Immediately
below: Band director Shemeka
Nash reads the winning raffle
ticket number that a child
pulled from the container.
The prize was for a crock pot.
Below: Senior members
Curtis Mitchell, Isaiah James,
and Shelana Martin perform
during the jazz band segment.
(Photos by		
)

Band and Chorale

Thanksgiving Concert

scheduled for the Thursday evening, December 19, just before
the winter holiday,

Tough times require help
from others
However we cannot just
reflect on the performances,
we must also look at the benefits given to those who are less
fortunate. The proceeds have
been given to the food pantry to
be distributed on Thanksgiving
for the homeless, hungry, and
poor. In the United States, alone,
every 1 in 6 Americans is facing
the challenges of feeding a family
or just themselves every day, according to Feeding America, the
nation’s leading domestic hungerrelief charity.
“More than 17 million children are living in food-insecure
households,”the group’s website
reveals. “School lunch programs
do help, but they don’t solve the
whole problem.”
Due to the recession of 2008,
and the slow economic recovery,
many households were foreclosed
because working members lost
their jobs or no longer made
enough money to pay their
monthly mortgage bill.
“More than one million U.S.
households have lost their homes
to foreclosure since the end of
2008,” California-based Realty
Trac shows. “There was 918,376
REO’s (homes repossessed by the
bank) nationwide in 2009.”
As a result of the loss of
homes and jobs, hunger has become an even more issue in the
U.S. causing philanthropic organizations, such as Feeding America,
to need even more support.
Volunteers and sponsors provide
meals to those in desperate need
of a warm meal for themselves or
for their families.
“36 percent of households
served by Feeding America Network include at least one adult
who works,” the Feeding America
states.

SENIOR
BOARD

continued from
page 5

At right: Sophomore Ericka Wnek, junior
Ange-Nadege Nlome, and senior Kayla Swope
perform a holiday version of “Cups (Pitch
Perfect’s When I’m Gone).” Below: The boys
chorus get into a seasonal tune.

the beginning of senior year;
some people feel as though
it should be on the Anita
Dee Yacht Charter verses the
Spirit of Chicago. But the selection has now been settled.
“The final decision on
the luncheon is the Spirit
of Chicago,” Richard said.
“The Anita Dee ended
up being more expensive
than what I budget for;
however, I have been
assured that there will be
more options as far as
food choices.”
Over the years MP is
known for doing things really traditional every year, but
these upperclassmen would
like to see more original
events conducted.
“I would like to have an
ice cream social and cotton
candy event go on around
the time juniors take their
ACT,” Kinds said. “Also,
this year, I would like to
see MP have more events
outside of school.”
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Some disappointed with return to two-week winter holiday
By Brandy Wilson
And Dari ‘Ana Williams

U

gh. More school.
Feeling tired? Will it
never end?
Why are so many complaining
that this school year seems to be
dragging on and on? One significant reason could be that many
Mustangs have become conditioned to recharging their mental
batteries during a fall vacation,
the October intersession that the
former Track E calendar featured.
And now, looking forward to
the Christmas holiday, some may
need to be reminded that this
vacation is only two weeks long,
starting Monday, December 23,
2013 through Friday, January 3,
2014. Classes resume Monday,
January 6, 2014.
“I feel that this is not fair,”
senior Dana Anderson said. “This
is my last year of high school,
and now I have to spend more
days in school this year than last
year. Now I can’t go on vacation
with my mom because I will be in
school.”
Back in September 2010,
MP adopted the Chicago Public
Schools (CPS) Track E calendar,

which started the year is early
August, but included a two-week
fall intersession, three weeks during the winter, and two weeks for
spring break.
However, that experiment
ended this year, as all CPS
school calendars have been
changed to what is essentially the old Track R, or regular
calendar. Former CPS CEO
Jean-Claude Brizard and board
members initiated the new
school year and the longer “Full
School Day” program last year.
Typically, most elementary
and high schools (public, parochial, and charter) have two
weeks off, although colleges and
universities often feature a break
between semesters, typically
starting in early December, with
classes resuming the second
week of January--approximately
four to six weeks off.
“Two weeks are going to go
by fast, that’s not even a vacation,” senior Reanna Harrison
said. “That is too short, and
this is so bogus that we have
two weeks and not three. I was
looking forward to those three
weeks.”
Another senior also claimed

Want
a 2014
yearbook?

Then you need to do one of two things NOW!

A. Pay
your
2013
activity
fee

B. Pay
$40 to
reserve
your
copy

Due to fewer students paying their annual activity fee
ON TIME, or who have been approved for a fee waiver*,
the Yearbook has been forced to purchase only the
number of books that have been paid for via Activity
Fees or Advanced Payment by December 20, 2013.
As of now, only around 600 students have paid this
year’s fee, which includes a copy of the yearbook. So as
of now, ONLY 600 books will be ordered.
So, if you want to be certain to receive your yearbook in June,
either pay your Activity Fee, or pay $40 to reserve a copy,
NO LATER THAN DECEMBER 20, 2013.
PAYMENT IS TO BE MADE IN THE MAIN OFFICE.
*NOTE: Those who receive a fee waiver DO NOT receive a free yearbook.

to have an issue with the reduced
tion to their students throughout
a better position to boost student
holiday.
the school year,” Brizard said in a
achievement and learning-that’s
“This messed up all my plans
press release last year. “With 83
what this new calendar does.”
this winter,” senior Kenyon Turner
percent of our third graders not
Reducing holidays from ten
said. “I was going to spend
exceeding the most basic stanto eight weeks, changing CoChristmas with my father this
dards in reading, and almost one
lumbus and Pulaski days from
year, but now that we only have
out of two students not graduatholidays to student attendance
two weeks out I don’t want to go
ing high school, we must make
days. CPS is encouraging schools
anymore, because I will only be
decisions that put our schools in
to use these days as opportunities
there for a couple
to acknowledge
days.”
the contributions
However,
made by Columsome schools have
bus and Pulaski
fewer days out of
by educating
school. Local parostudents on their
chial high school,
roles in our counBrother Rice, has
try’s history.
students in school
Hanukah: A Jewish holiday celebrated for eight days
“The new
for make-up finals
and nights commemorating the rededication of the Temple
calendar was also
on Monday, Deof Jerusalem. The holiday is a transliteration, not a transladeveloped to
cember 23.
tion, from Hebrew which is difficult to have a uniform spellmore strategically
Looking
ing for words with sounds not found in alphabet. There is a
support teachfurther into the
common misperception that Hanukah is the biggest Jewish
ers, and in turn,
second semester,
holiday, but it is actually less religiously important than Rosh
improve student
spring break will
Hashanah, Yom Kippur, Sukkot, Passover, and Shavu’ot.
learning,” a CPS
be one week long,
press release
just like last year.
Pancha Ganapati: A five-day Hindu holiday held from
announces, pubIt is scheduled for
December 21 to 25 worshiping Lord Ganesh, the elephantlished in March
Monday, April 14,
headed deity of culture and new beginnings. During the
2012. “The five
2014 through Frifamily-centered festivities, children dress or decorate a statue
professional days
day, April 18, 2014.
of Ganesh in a different color every day. The origin of the
at the front of the
holiday is relatively new as it is a modern day holiday adapted
year will allow
so that Hindus, especially those living in the West, would not
teachers the opCPS calendar
feel left out of the Christmas festivities without sacrificing
portunity to learn
change history
their religious beliefs.
and plan for the
The impleimplementation
mentation of the
Boxing Day: In the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia,
of the new comFull School Day
New Zealand, Hong Kong, and handful of other Common core curricuencompassed a
monwealth nations celebrate Boxing Day on the day after
lum, as well as
year-long planChristmas. Traditionally, it was a day when servants and
its instructional
ning effort to
trades people received gifts from their superiors and given
framework. The
ensure a thoughtthe day off. In modern day, Boxing Day serves as the British
professional days
ful, engaging, and
equivalent of Black Friday, and is the largest shopping day
at the end of
seamless transiof the year.
each quarter will
tion to the new
provide opporFull School Day
Kwanzaa: Kwanzaa is a week-long celebration starting
tunity to review
and year, accordDecember 26 and spans to January 1. It is a modern holiday
student data and
ing to CPS press
that was created in 1966 by Dr. Maulana Karenga, professor
plan for the next
releases.
and chairman of Black Studies at California State Univerquarter. In addi“We need to
sity. In reaction to the Watts Riots in August 1965, Karenga
tion, the increase
remove any baraimed to create a celebration that united African-Americans
in full weeks
riers we have to
together. The holiday borrows traditions from various
gives teachstudent learning
harvest celebrations ranging from Ashanti to Zulu. The
ers a greater
and adding more
name kwanzaa comes from the Swahili phrase “matunda ya
opportunity to
full school weeks
kwanza” which means “first fruits.”
impact students
to the student
through their
calendar will al(Source: The World Affairs Council of Pittsburgh,
lessons without
low teachers to
which promotes understanding of important internaconstant stagbuild continuity in
tional issues.)
gered breaks in
delivering instruclearning.”

Juniors look ahead to spring ACT exam
By Ason Blankson
and Destine Stewart

H

igh school juniors will
be taking the ACT soon
to demonstrate their academic
prowess, in hopes of being
accepted to one or more of their
top three colleges of choice.
Juniors and seniors all over

the country are preparing to take
the upcoming test this spring.
For all Illinois public high school
juniors, the ACT will be administered as part of the PSAE (Prairie
State Achievement Exam) on April
23 and 24.
This high-stakes assessment
is somewhat new for most juniors,
who are most likely apathetic
about taking “yet another test,”

whereas this is a “second chance”
for seniors who realize the enormous importance it has for the
college-bound.
“I am quite nervous about
taking the ACT,” said Ebony
Williams, a student attending Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. College

Please turn to page 8 for

ACT IS COMING

DIGITAL MEDIA
continued from page 5

graphic design. You will acquire
an understanding of high-resolution images and be able to
differentiate between a raster and
a vector image. Additionally, you
will explore appropriate uses of
typography (font), additive and
subtractive color. Finally, you will
embark upon career exploration
for the graphics industry.
Digital Media II
This is the second course in a

three-year sequence of Digital
Media classes. During the second year you will become proficient in Photoshop, InDesign
and Illustrator. Applying basic
principles of design, you will
create live traced images; images for heat press (t-shirts) and
build basic animations. You will
apply filters, color correction,
masking, clipping mask, and
blending modes. As the course
progresses, you will animate

graphics in 2-D and 3-D.
Digital Media III
This is the third course in a threeyear sequence of Digital Media
classes. You will demonstrate
increased proficiency in multimedia skills and the application of
design principles. At this level you
will plan and develop a website,
movie, and DVD through the import and manipulation of different
file formats.
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School budget cuts
impacting extra curriculars
By Tyshay Russell
And Justin Truman

M

ore money, more
money, more money.
With the reduced budget
that Chicago Public Schools (CPS)
forced on schools, including Morgan Park, the shortfall has been
placed on the students and their
parents to make up the difference.
Many are starting to really
feel the pinch with various charges being added and/or increased,
causing students to have to take
more money out of their pockets.
Mustangs are required to pay
more money for things this school
year such as baby pictures in the
annual yearbook, transcripts, and
extracurricular activities. Previously, both transcripts and baby
pictures were free.
This year, seniors are being
charged $5 for copies of their
high school transcripts, while
they’re also being charged $7 to
ting
ACTacomposite
have
baby picture and small ad
ating
placed
the yearbook.
1998
19
Although many upperclass1999
19.6
men are complaining
about the
2000new fee, the19.1
yearbook sponsor
sees things differently.
2001
19
“I don’t think [the $7 charge
2002is] that significant,”
19.3
said sponsor
Keith Majeske. “You
2003and teacher 19.3
get a larger 19.2
photo, which is almost
2004
like a personal add, which we
2005haven’t done...
19.6I don’t think ever.”
Majeske also
2006
20 said if you were
2007

to purchase a full page advertisement (like two families did last year
on pages 151-152 in the 2013 yearbook) it would be $380 per page.
The yearbook staff is actually
seeking to increase their budget
further by selling more ads, perhaps
something like a bronze, silver, and
gold-level support system.
Students, parents, staff, and
businesses will be encouraged to be
listed on a special supporters page,
categorized by their level of financial
support. The money will be used to
include additional pages to supplement the book, covering March
through late May school activities.
Some organizations, such as
the Music Department’s bands
and choruses, have ramped up
their fundraising efforts with more
candy sales, flea markets, Carson’s coupon book sales, cheesecake sales, among others.
Mustangs are not alone,
however, as public school districts
across the U.S. are having to do
more with less.
“Attending a public high
school is likely more expensive now
than when today’s parents were
in school—and maybe even more
than when their older children
were enrolled,” according to the
American Association of School
Administrators, a U.S. News and
World Report story reported in
2012. “Public high schools, like
public colleges, have been victims
of recent budget cuts at the state

SPORTS

College not as easy
as some believe
By Ogi Harvey
and Thomas Jackson

and federal level, and the slashes
are likely to continue in the future.
“In addition to cuts, and in
some ways to try to somewhat
make up for cuts, districts are
either eliminating fees that they
used to [subsidize] ... or they’re
increasing existing fees to higher
levels,” said Daniel Domenech,
executive director of AASA, in
the U.S. News story. “All of this
obviously has an effect on the
pocketbook of the family or the
students themselves.”
The squeeze is also impacting the school’s prized athletic
programs. Most athletes have to
pay their own money for uniforms, buses, and equipment.
“We had a lot more that had
to come out of our pockets,” said
Darlene Walker-Pollard, the pom
pon coach. “We had to increase
our sporting fee from $25 per
season--pom is a year-round
event, so in the past, I’ve charged
them $25 for the fall semester
and $25 for the winter. This year
we were told we had to increase
it for more than $50 per season.
We also were told students had
to pay their activity fee of $150
first before they start paying their
sports fee.”
Pollard said money the team
pays for sports fees usually has to

Please turn to page 9 for

STUDENTS, ASKED
TO COVER MORE

W

hat should
Morgan Park
students expect out of life
after they graduate high
school?
Morgan Park seniors are
anxiously waiting to graduate
and exit high school to finally
enter the next stage of their lives.
Most students can’t wait
to move out of the house
and go on to college. Having
freedom is the most attractive
part of moving out of your
parent’s house and going
to college, but there is a lot
more to leaving high school
and going to college than
most students think.
“In college, we get a lot
of work from different teachers who don’t care about your
other classes,” Morgan Park
alum and current Missouri
State University student said.
“You get a syllabus at the beginning of the year and you’re
expected to keep up and
complete all the assignments
on time with no reminders.”
A lot of students do not
notice how much their parents
support them. Being on your
own and being treated like an
adult is not always a good thing.
“Being independent and
managing your own money

the right way is the biggest difference between high school
and college,” said Bowling
Green State University student
Traya Williams. “The life style
is very free. Your entire success
depends on you.”
Just being admitted to a
college doesn’t mean a whole
lot; graduating is the key.
Overall, nearly 60 percent of
2011 CPS graduates enrolled
in college in fall 2010, up from
56 percent in 2010, according
to National Student Clearinghouse data.
Morgan Park had a 77.1
college enrollment percentage
in 2011.
However, only about 58
percent of CPS students graduate, compared to the national
graduation rate of 75 percent,
according to CPS data and
figures from the Alliance for
Excellent Education.
College is not something
anyone can just jump into. It
takes mental preparation. A
whole new group of people and
set of responsibilities can take
some adjusting to. It is not unheard of that a student lasts one
or two years at college and ends
up coming back home because
they cannot handle the pressure.
“Keeping yourself busy is
the best way not to slack off,”
said MP alum Maya Stewart.
“I found out that you are more
punctual if you have a lot to do.”

20.1

2008

20

ACT IS COMING

2009

18.8

continued from page 7

2010

18.9

2011Prep

19.1
High School,
during a Facefeel that taking the
2012book chat. “I
18.1
ACT will be kind of stressful since
2013
18.2
I am not the ‘best’ test taker. But I
also do not want the anxiety and
pressure from [the] test to stress
me out. I just wanna do my best
and score well on the test.”
According to actstudent.org,
21

the questions on the standardized exam are directly related to
what you’ve learned in your high
school English, math, reading,
and science courses.
Students have 45 minutes to
ACT composite
answer 75 questions
for English,
60 minutes to answer 60 questions for math, 35minutes to

answer 40 questions for reading,
another 35 minutes to answer 40
questions for science, and 30 minutes to answer a writing prompt,
all in that order.
The scores will be sent to
four colleges of the students’
choices. This helps the students
become open to both college

Morgan Park 16-year scoring trend for ACT composite
20.25

20
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20
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18.1*
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Scores are based on Illinois State Board of Education (ISBE) annual report cards. From
1998-2011, the calculated composite scores excluded the scores of students who took
the test with special accommodations. *Based on the chart shown here for the 2012 and
2013 composite results, all students whose scores are college reportable, both standard
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admissions and to scholarship
opportunities.
The national composite average, according to ACT.org, last
year was 20.9, while the average in
Illinois was 20.2, in Chicago public
high schools it was 17.6. The Class
of 2014 earned 18.2, slightly better than the 18.1 averaged by the
Class of 2013. The state with the
best average score was Massachusetts (24.1) while the lowest was
North Carolina (18.7).
In fact, the 14 top scoring
states are all on the East Coast;
the 15th ranked state is California.
Illinois is ranked 33rd.
Many are searching for their
own ways to stay on top of this
test and hope to do well on it. It
has a lot of students and teachers
on edge, especially with the addition of its writing prompt.
“I am [already] nervous about
taking the test,” a student attending Lake View High School stated
in a text message. “I think that
it is unfair that one test [has become] a major factor in where you
go after high school. It makes me
insanely nervous now.”
The student added, “I hate
writing tests; writing isn’t my
strongest subject.”
Writing is considered important and something students
need to learn to do to better
benefit them throughout their
lives and careers.
“The state will be introducing
[the writing portion for the ACT],”
Curriculum and Instruction Coach
Gerald Moore said, “probably
because the Common Core state

standards places emphasis on
writing.”
Some are aiming to conquer
their objectives, hopefully on
their first shot at taking the test.
They’ve even made plans in order
to hit their target scores.
“My goal is to have a score
of 25 or more on the ACT,” Ebony
stated. “I know that in order for
me to do that, I have to work
hard, prepare myself thoroughly
and work on my testing skills.
I plan to start taking ACT prep
classes to prepare myself for the
actual ACT. Soon, I am going to
be a part of an ACT prep study
group with a few people from my
school so we can help each other
regarding the ACT.”
It is advised that the students
try their best on their first testing
date.
“According to our research,
students tend to do better on
the [initial] test than on the other
ones,” Moore said.
The SAT, another popular
exam that is more popularly used
on the East and West coasts, has
been around since the 1900s. The
test’s writing section was added
in 2005. The ACT, however, has
been around since the 1950s, and
serves as competition for the SAT.
And although some may think
it’s frivolous, getting a good night’s
rest is one of a few basic ways
students can ensure that they do
their best on the April test.
“Eat breakfast and get a lot
of sleep to make sure you’re very
alert,” senior Jabari Ben-Yisrael
stated in a text.
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Some pushing limits of school dress code
Roc’Kyel Wilson
and Taliyah Spells

I

n recent years, it appears
Morgan Park’s dress code has
been relaxed. Students now believe
that there is a new, unspoken dress
code, perhaps due to the reduced
number of security staff.
Although some may see students in tiny belly tops, too-short
shorts, and tight leggings, they are
often concealed--at least for part of
the day--in bulky sweaters or coats.
As students push the boundaries of good taste, the principal says
that, essentially, the clothing restrictions are the same as they’ve been.
“The dress code hasn’t
changed,” Dr. Carolyn Epps said,
“my staff just hasn’t been as strict
as they had been previous years.
Ms. [Candy] Hanes was a big
force to be reckoned with, and
now that she is gone, we’ve given
the students some leeway.”
More Chicago public schools
are making students wear specific
uniforms since students don’t often want to obey school policies.
Percy L. Julian High School
and many others are now uni-

formed schools. According to an
Examiner.com story about Chicago
Public Schools (CPS) support of
student uniforms, approximately
80 percent of Chicago’s schools,
as of 2010, mandated uniforms.
Morgan Park’s dress code is
as follows: fingertip length shorts,
skirts, and dresses, 2-inch shoulder
straps, no leggings as subs for
jeans or sweats, and shirts and tops
must cover chest and midriff areas.
This policy can be found be
found in the Student Code of
Conduct handbook. The possible
consequences for breaking the
rules once included going to inschool suspension (now eliminated) and or getting your parent/
guardian contacted (method most
commonly used today).
Originality is something some
students strive for and don’t want
to look the same as one another.
Now with a reduced security staff
and some teachers looking the
other way, some are getting away
more with wearing less.
“The dress code was more
enforced last year,” junior Erica
Johnson said. “You couldn’t get
away anything. They are being so
lenient with everything. This could

be a good thing or a bad thing,
seems like students are just taking
advantage of that the fact they
aren’t as strict these days.”
Students just don’t feel as if
the rules are as mandatory and

An original MP dress code
rule was that the midriff area
should be covered with a shirt,
although sporting belly button
rings and tattoos have become
popular.

STUDENTS ASKED TO COVER MORE
continued from page 8

go towards the buses and equipment. In the past, her parents have
done fundraisers, but this time
they probably won’t be able to.
“One of my parents’ main
concerns is once they do get
funds to our account, is making
sure that the money in the account
will go towards our team,” she
said. “I was told this year if we get
[to compete in the] state [postseason], the school would not be
able to pay for our state fee. In the
past, the school has paid for hotel
fees and buses. This year they
don’t have any money if anyone
goes to state so we may not got
to state this year.”

Student athletes are concerned with the increasingly
limited financial support.
“I feel like it’s unfair to us
because now we either have the
chance to not go [to state] or
having to pay the money out of
pocket,” senior pom team member Makyala Howell said. “By this
being our senior year, we have
many other expenses to pay for,
and this is just something else we
have to worry about.”
One coach sees a solution
being where uniform costs are
equalized over all athletes, having
each participant pay a flat fee.
“The way the economy

is--and not only that, I think
there should be a set price for
every student that’s charged for
uniforms,” said Wesley Yates, the
head varsity football coach. “If
you give them away, the school
loses money. Each year, you lose
more money if you don’t replenish the uniform fees for upcoming
students.”
A football player has also
noted other areas that have had
cutbacks.
“[MP] stopped paying for our
food after games and some of our
equipment,” senior wide receiver
Linwood Henry said. “It’s like we
have no support.”

Despite decline in gun violence,
statistics are still too high
By Unique Boyd

G

un violence and
homicides are a
daily occurrence around the
country and here in Chicago.
According to the National
Crime Victimization Survey,
467,321 persons were victims of
a crime committed with a firearm
in 2011. In the same year, data
collected by the FBI show that
firearms were used in 68 percent
of murders, 41 percent of robbery offenses and 21 percent of
aggravated assaults nationwide.
But, surprisingly, firearm
incidents have declined greatly
since 1993, according to
statistics by the government’s
National Institute of Justice. In
‘93, there were over 1.2 million
firearm incidents, but the number has steadily fallen to approximately 414,000 reported
incidents in 2011.
But gun usage is popular,

as most homicides in the United
States are committed with firearms, especially handguns, the
Justice Institute claims.
Why? One reason could be
what Americans, especially young
people, see on the big screen.
According to the Chicago
Tribune, a new study says the
amount of gun violence in movies
rated PG-13 has more than tripled
over the last two decades.
PG-13 movies has more
shooting scenes than Rated R
movies now. In the beginning they
had as much as G and PG films.
“It doesn’t take a lot of imagination to figure out there are going
to be disturbed kids who are going
to see this kind of content,” Daniel
Romer told the Chicago Tribune.
Romer is one of the ressearchers from the University of
Pennsylvania’s Annenberg Public
Policy Center in Philadelphia that
released a study on the issue.
Most recently in Chicago,

seven men have been charged
with the mass shooting the
Cornell Square Park. A 3-yearold boy along with 12 others
were shot at a South Side park
on the night of September 19.
“I’ve lost a couple of
people I was close to because
of [gun violence],” sophomore
Ashley Mandelove said. “I’m always paranoid that I’m going to
get shot at, especially because
of the neighborhood I live in.”
Students here at Morgan
Park seem to have similar
views on local gun violence
and gang violence.
“[Gun violence] shouldn’t
even exist,” sophomore Chris
Contreras said. “Teens in gangs
are so ignorant and think killing
is cool. They’re hurting families.”
Homicide is the second
leading cause of death among

Please turn to page 13 for

GUN VIOLENCE

now that the “fashion police” are
gone, the guidelines aren’t being
strictly followed.
“It’s amazing,” senior Regine
Hoover said. “They used to [strike
down] on the clothes us teenagers wear, now they just don’t care
as much.”
However, the senior said that
those staff members who do reprimand students are only doing it
in their best interests.
“The staff are only trying to
make you be classy, never trashy,”
Hoover said.
Not all students agree with
the leeway that the not so en-

forced dress code gives students.
“We need a different dress
code, a better enforced one,” senior Turon Turner said. “For girls
and boys, there is a way to dress
at school, and we as students
should want to represent our
school in nothing but the up most
matter. If the dress code isn’t
being as enforced as it was, we
should still all in all abide by the
rules that were already set.”
Some students feel that there

Please turn to page 10 for

QUESTIONABLE
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Popularity of leggings
becoming an issue at MP,
across U.S. schools
By Rickey Davis
and Markus Johnson

A

lthough students
appear to push the
boundaries of the dress code,
perhaps the most common is
that of the very popular--and
revealing, according to some-leggings.
Leggings--the skintight
alternative to pants--are worn
by many girls at MP, many
lacking any type of additional
coverage that hangs below the
waist, like a long shirt or skirt.
Some say that this outfit
leaves little to the imagination.
“I don’t like leggings,”
freshman Keisha Willis said.
“They are too revealing and
draw too much attention.”
The rule restricting the
form-fitting “pants” is clearly
stated under the link “Proper
School Attire” on the Morgan Park website: “Leggings
do not stand alone as pants;
students must have a dress or
skirt (fingertip length) over the
leggings.”
Despite the policy, some
still like to have them on in
school.
“I wear leggings,” freshman Karra Ross said. “They are
fashionable. I don’t think that
they are revealing. I think that
they are comfortable, and I
don’t think they draw attention.”
Adult security personnel
see the issue differently.
“I prefer for students not
to wear leggings to school,”
front door security guard
Vernice “Mama” Conway said.
“I think that the school should
have uniforms or follow the
dress code.”
Some schools across the
nation have stepped in and implemented a strict prohibition
of the often-revealing garment
choice.
Schools in Minnesota,
Pennsylvania and Nova Scotia,
Canada have all prohibited
their students from wearing
leggings.
The primary reason that is
often cited by school administrators is that boys are too easily excited by the form-fitted

Students dress for a normal
day of school, although
if a student dressed with
leggings like this last year
they would have to call
home. The tightly-fitting
garment is now being
considered a problem at
many schools across the
U.S., with some banning
the style.
clothing.
One school in California
that included the new policy
last April, was Kenilworth Junior High, according to a Time
Newsfeed story.
“The school amended its
dress code to ban leggings in
the classroom, saying that it
causes distraction amongst the
school’s boys,” the Time story
reported. “The school held
an assembly for their female
students where administrators
said that no tight pants--yoga
pants, leggings and tight jeans
would be allowed. That has

Please turn to page 10 for

LEGGINGS: TOO
LITTLE IS TOO
MUCH?
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Ban on bringing food, beverages is an effort to keep students safe, adminstration says
By Stephen Green
and Kristen Miles

T

he administration has
verified the exact things
students can’t bring to school
after a series of safety breaches
concerning food items and liquids
have been brought into the
school.
“Any liquids, water, juice,
anything in a refillable bottle, pop
in a can,” Assistant Principal Gail
Tennial said. “We can’t have them
bring in those types of things
because we have students bringing in liquids saying it is water
but actually is alcohol. They even
leave the garbage all over the
building.”
The garbage, in particular,
is the virtually endless number

of colorful “Frooties” wrappers
cluttering the school floors and
desks. She also said that bringing
large volumes of candy, which is
generally brought to sell, is strictly
prohibited, further adding that
any and all sales require approval
from the local school council.
“They can’t sell the candy because it is a health issue,” Tennial
said. “You never know if a student
could be allergic to that type of
candy. It has never happened
before, but it’s not impossible.”
Security officers offered their
own opinion toward students selling candy.
“It disrupts the flow of the
learning process,” Officer Robert
Cummings said. “A lot of students like to buy candy and eat in
class, so, therefore, they are going to attempt to buy the candy

QUESTIONABLE CLOTHES
continued from page 9

should be some sort of update
to the dress standard the school
uses, but they generally understand that, ultimately, its up to
administration.
“Students debate whether
or not that the dress code should
be changed or kept the same,”
said Ashley Wilson, a senior. “The
administration can only decide
whether or not. Dr. Epps decided
to keep it the same, and that’s
what we have to accept.”
Most students are happy that
the dress code has indeed made
drastic changed, and some are
thankful that MP isn’t as strict as
most schools.
For example, Lane Technical
College Prep High School has an

extremely strict dress code, according to their student handbook
published on their website. Some
restrictions include: No see through
leggings; Only outer clothing may
be visible, with no undergarments
showing; No clothing that exposes
cleavage; Tank tops are permitted
for all students as long as the sides
of the clothing come up to the bottom of the armpit.
“I’m happy that the dress
code isn’t as strict [as Lane’s],”
senior Brittney McMillion said.
“We already don’t have to wear
a uniform and some people
can’t even wear things like tank
tops and leggings. I’m just
happy we aren’t as strict as most
schools.”

before class and end up being
late for class. Because of this,
they are going to get hall swept
and miss out on their education.”
Back in the day, before there
were rules on bringing mass
quantities of candy to sell, it was
a lot different, Cummings said.
“When I was in school, it really wasn’t a big deal,” the police
officer said. “I wouldn’t say it’s
bad, based on that person’s financial situation, but it’s in the rules.”
Officer Lisa Buckhalter
agreed with Cummings about
selling candy back in the day.
“It really wasn’t that big of
a deal back then,” she said. “I
don’t think school is for that. They
should either sell candy before
or after school. You all attention
span is really short.”
The weirdest and most

disgusting thing Buckhalter has
is when a student attempted to
bring in a container of urine.
“He said that he was gonna
pull a prank on someone,” Buclchalter said. “It really made me
mad. That’s just not a prank you
pull on someone.”
Some may even go to the extreme by trying to bring a weapon,
such as a firearm, into the school.
Such an act is not only against
school policy, but is illegal, and
if caught, that person would be
arrested and likely expelled from
school, if not from CPS.
Unfortunately, it can happen
at any school: public, private,
or a charter, as it did this past
September. It was reported that
a student at Urban Prep High
School on West 14th Place in
Chicago was arrested for bringing

a gun to school on Tuesday. That
student now faces two felony gun
charges.
It can also happen in an
elementary school, as it did last
January. A 13-year-old boy was
arrested after allegedly bringing a
gun inside John Marsh Elementary School on the city’s South Side.
When something like that
happens, the police have to act
quickly.
“When a student brought a
gun to school,” Cummings said,
“we immediately confiscated the
weapon and arrested him.”
Having that type of thing to
ever happen is very bad for any
school and would be dealt with
swiftly, Tennial said.
“Students [would] not be
able to attend Morgan Park High
School ever again,” she said.

Illinois becomes 16th state to legalize
same sex unions, but controversy remains

LEGGINGS: TOO LITTLE
IS TOO MUCH?
continued from page 9

since been amended to ban only
leggings, unless worn with shorts
or paired with a skirt or dress.”
The principal of Kenilworth
is even quoted as saying, “When
girls bend in leggings the threads
spread and that’s really when it
becomes a problem.”
Francis Howell North in St.
Charles, Missouri, a high school
that recently banned leggings,
featured an editorial on its school
newspaper website (FHN Today)
that supported the administration’s new policy, despite the
volume of students who took
offense to it.
“Leggings are the antithesis
of loose-fitting,” editor Elizabeth
Condon wrote. “As a female, if
there is anything I want to cover
up, it’s my legs. I feel more comfortable wearing denim shorts
than wearing spandex anything.
Although shorts don’t technically
cover as much bare skin, they are
far more modest than leggings.
There are many things in
the world that I would rather see
than a girl wearing barely-there
leggings, but if I had to choose, I
would rather look at a plaid pair
of shorts sagging out of a boy’s
poorly-belted jeans.”
Be that as it may, the spandex-like clothing is very trendy.
“They’re comfortable,”
According to the website collegefashion.net, an online fashion

and beauty magazine written by
college students, for college students. “They’re slimming. They’re
great at making lazy outfits look
sleek and stylish. They’re inexpensive.”
However, this is written by
college students, for college students. Sometimes those who are
younger make decisions that are
often questionable.
In the College Fashion blogs
section that argues against wearing leggings, the writer explores
the sensitive issue that some
young teens neglect to consider.
“Second, not to get super
graphic or anything, but, well,
wearing leggings as pants puts
you in the danger zone of accidentally ending up with a frontal
wedgie-type situation,” a blogger
asks in “Is Wearing Leggings as
Pants Ever Okay?”
The writer goes on to advise,
“Another big reason some girls
are against leggings as pants involves the potential for revealing
too much. If the leggings aren’t
thick and opaque, they can easily
be see-through, and if said seethrough leggings aren’t covered
by an appropriately long top,
they can give passersby a full-on
view of your anatomy. This isn’t a
fashion statement that most of us
want to make, nor is it something
we want to be subjected to on
our 7 a.m. walk to class.”

Gallup polls taken since 1996 suggest a steady increase of support by Americans for same
sex unions.
By Dana Anderson
and Londyn Durley

S

ame-sex unions are
now legal in Illinois
causing lots of conversation on
whether it is right or wrong.
In late November, Governor Pat Quinn signed legislation making Illinois the 16th
state to recognize same-sex
marriages. The law won’t take
effect until June 1, 2014.
In May 2004, Massachusetts was the first state to issue
marriage licenses to same-sex
couples and only the sixth jurisdiction in the world to do so.
According to a study published by the Williams Institute
School of Law, there are more
than 8 million adults in the
U.S. who say they are lesbian,
gay, bisexual, and transgender
(LBGT) comprising 3.5 percent
of the adult population. In
total, the studies suggest
that approximately 9 million
Americans.
Same-sex marriage has
been looked down on upon
by many Christians and many
other people, but, nevertheless,
same-sex love continues on.

“I for one do not agree with
this,” said Eugene Clark, a member of Garden of Prayer Church,
“but I will never go so far to say
that they do not deserve equal
rights. They deserve everything
including happiness and equality as anyone else. We as African
Americans should understand
that the most.”
“While in church you are
taught that all homosexuals are
going to hell and they have disobeyed God,” he continued, “but
I, for one, believe as my pastor
does ‘don’t hate the person, hate
the sin.’”
Pastor Johnnie R. Hayne of
Garden of Prayer M.B. Church
is appalled at the government’s
“poor judgment” on this topic.
In an effort to try and keep this
Illinois law from being passed, he
had his congregation sign a petition saying the Christians of this
church will not accept this.
“We cannot escape the
judgment of God,” he said. “If
you think he will not wipe out the
whole nation as he once did before
when his people started same-sex
relations back in Jesus times, you’re
absolutely wrong. God is real and
he will be coming back.”

The opinion of Americans has changed greatly on
this issue over the past two
decades. In 1996, a Gallup
poll found that 27 percent
of Americans backed same
sex marriages. Back in May
2011, Gallup found for the
first time that a slim majority of Americans, 53 percent,
believe same-sex marriage
should be recognized by the
law as valid. In a June 2013
poll, the number edged up to
54 percent.
The latest results found
that 70 percent of Democrats
supported legal same sex
marriage, while 30 percent of
Republicans felt the same.
There is also a sharp
difference in support when
it comes to different age
groups. Support for legal gay
marriage decreases markedly
with age, ranging from 70
percent support among those
aged 18 to 34, to 38 percent
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Music has positive effect,
despite content, listeners say
By Kyler Laurent

I

n many people’s lives there
are basic needs like water,
food, heat, and a roof over one’s
head.
For many, though, there is
another necessity needed that is
not so much a thing necessary for
life, itself, but is a real need for
them just the same. Music is this
basic thing many need in their
lives.
Music has a profound affect
on people; it has the power to
change one’s attitude, or maybe
even help one get through hard
times by giving him/her motivation.
Some of us use this necessity
to be creative or express themse
lves.
Listening to music in multiple
genres like rap, hip-hop, R&B,
religious, rock, heavy-metal, jazz,
and blues can make you multi
cultured. Many have their favorite
artists, such as current popular stars Kendrick Lamar, Nicki
Minaje, or even King Louie. In
a lot of cases, music lovers can
relate to the artist, whether it’s the
feelings they have, or admiration
of certain life styles, or even making a goal to be like this person in
some way.
“I listen to music when I
need to get focused; it makes me
feel confident, but all I listen to is
hip-hop and R&B, and my favorite

singer is Chris Brown,” sophomore Colby Johnson said.
The sophomore also likes
sing and is a good football player.
If you see him in the hall, tell him
to hit a note and he will.
Teenagers listen to an average of nearly 2.5 hours of music
per day, according to a 2008 report in The Archives of Pediatrics
and Adolescent Medicine.
While many say that the
music they listen to is relaxing,
the report found that much of
the music produced has subject
matter that promotes unhealthy
lifestyles. In fact, one in three
popular songs contains explicit
references to drug or alcohol
use, according to the report. That
means kids are receiving about 35
references to substance abuse for
every hour of music they listen to,
the authors determined.
Researchers from the
University of Pittsburgh School
of Medicine studied the 279
most popular songs from 2005,
based on reports from Billboard
magazine, which tracks popular
music. Whether a song contained
a reference to drugs or alcohol
varied by genre. Only 9 percent
of pop songs had lyrics relating
to drugs or alcohol. The number
jumped to 14 percent for rock
songs, 20 percent for R&B and
hip-hop songs, 36 percent for
country songs and 77 percent for
rap songs.
But, not surprisingly, another
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student said that music is important, too.
“I listen to music everyday
to chill out after school because
of the stress I go through every
day, and it relaxes me,” junior
Adrianna Clements said. “I listen
to Kendrick Lamar, J.Cole, but my
favorite artist is Drake because his
music is relaxing to hear.”
Clements, who plays volleyball, which is a very competitive
sport, may stress her out, so she
uses music as a resolution.
These two students help to
show the use of music in teens’
lives.
At MP, there are many outlets
for the musically-inclined, including band, the choruses, as well as
a relatively-new extra curricular:
the MPHS Glee Club.
If you would like to join the
club, all you have to do is ”audition, so we can analyze your musical ability, have fun while you are
in the club, be a nice person to
work with, and to just bring new
ideas to the table,” according to
sophomore Christopher Watkins,
who is the founder of the MPHS
Glee Club.
The activities that take place
in this club include the expression
of yourself though the creativity
you provide, whether it is playing
an instrument or singing.
”We are a group who sings
raps and will soon add choreography in our performance,” Watkins
said.
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Skip the TV, there is lots to do
during winter vacation
By Anaja Smith
and Bashia Powell

S

itting around, complaining about the cold, or even
wishing you were somewhere else is no way to spend
your winter in Chicago, the third largest city in the country.
Chicago has a lot to offer during the holidays and the winter
time, to entertain its residents.
Take Winter Wonderfest, for example. It is at Navy Pier (600
E Grand Ave.)
and it’s time of
operation is from
December 6,
2013 to January 12, 2014. At
Winter Wonderfest, there are so
many things to do
for people of all
ages such as ice
skating, bouncy
slides, and even Winter Wonderfest Ferris wheel attraction
rides such as the
famous Ferris wheel and the new Ice Line Express Zip Line.
“We enjoyed this place from almost open to close,” Dave
B., a Chicago resident and Yelp reviewer wrote. “It really got us
in the Spirit of the Holidays, we saw a couple Blackhawk players,
skated indoors, ate a nice little lunch, the people were very nice
and cheerful [and we all had] a Great time.”
Admission is free to get into Navy Pier, but tickets range in
price. If you want to just ride the rides, it would cost $15, but it
would be $20 to ice skate and get on the rides.
“I was able to fully enjoy myself for just twenty dollars—when
I walked in the room, it was huge,” said Skyler Townes, a senior.
“There were roller coaster rides, inflatable slides, the biggest
Christmas tree I’ve ever seen, an ice skating arena, and a lot more
beautiful attractions.”
The Macy’s flagship store on State Street also has a lot for
holiday lovers. The enormous department store is known for

Please turn to page 14 for
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support among those 55 and
older. More broadly, support
is highest among younger
women and lowest among
older men.
Teenagers also had a lot

to say. Some of them were on the
edge and didn’t know how to feel
about the situation at hand.
“I feel that it is immoral,”
Morgan Park High School senior
Elijah McKinnis said, “but everyone got free will and a right to
have a personal choice.”
Over the years, the biggest
influence on this matter was
people’s spiritual beliefs. Shelana
Martin, a senior, has been heavily
influenced by her beliefs.
“I’m really stuck in the middle

about it,” Martin said. “On one
side, my beliefs are against gay
marriages, but then I believe
also everyone should have equal
rights when it comes to love.”
In addition to having beliefs
that go against gay marriages,
you have parents and teachers
and even friends telling you what
they may feel is right.
“Honestly, it’s all about the
family and house whole you
grow up in,” said Danielle Bank,
a student at the University of Il-

TV violence impacts youth behavior,
recent adolescent study suggests
Roc’Kyel Wilson
and Taliyah Spells

D

oes television have a
negative impact on

teens?
Television can be a great
source of information for teens
and adults, but along with this
information it can bring a lot
of negative influences that can
affect not only teens but can
affect everyone.
TV can be a major factor
in teen’s lives today. Many
teens watch TV every day
and is commuted as a downtime for teens to relax after

or before doing homework and
returning home after a long day
of school. Certain behaviors are
showed to teens that would be
classified as a belittlement to
young ladies, unnecessary violence, dysfunctional dating and
sex, and body images.
“TV has such a [powerful]
impact on teens,” Percy L. Julian
alumnus Me’Shell Allen said.
“Especially in this generation
where the “ideal” woman/man is
labeled by their appearance or
character on a TV show.
“For example, the hit series
‘Bad Girls Club’ shows off a set of
girls from different backgrounds
are put in a house to ‘work on

their inner demons’ and basically for ratings. They are belittle themselves as ‘bad girls’
fights, violence, foul language,
at rest behaviors and even the
exposure of their bodies. This
has their fans raging every
week to see more and the latest drama. It distracts students
from work, and makes them
want to do as they see on TV.”
Television in general
can be of importance to get
information and can help
broadcast information around
the world from country to

Please turn to page 13 for
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linois. “If you grow up in a family
that talks to you about gays and
how we should never judge them,
then, of course, you will want
them to have equal rights. But
if you grow up in a family where
they really don’t talk about it, and
they are very religious, then, most
likely, you will be against it and
believe it is wrong.”
From Macklemore, who has
also done the famous rap, “Thrift
Shop,” rapping about how he
supports same sex marriage,

“Same Love,” to President
Barack Obama saying he supports it, this has been taking
its toll on people and their way
of life.
“I think no matter what,
we are not going to be accepted in life,” said one
homosexual teenager (name
withheld as the student is a
minor). “Even though we can
get married and have a life,
that still does not mean we are
going to be equal.”

Gag reflex often tested,
thanks to the unsanitary girls
who abuse washrooms
By Shaina Thompson
and Ashley Shorter

U

nflushed toilets full
of waste, handfuls of
stringy weave left in the sink,
while other sinks sit stopped up
with tissue, and an unbearable
aroma courtesy of those who are,
how shall I say, less than hygenic.
In short, the girls’ washrooms
are a disgrace and should be a
source of embarrassment for too
many of the young ladies at MP.
“The girl’s bathroom is
trifling, nasty and really does not
make sense,” said Norma Dixon,
a custodian who works the day

shift, and who, unfortunately, sees
the careless attitude of the female
students first-hand.
Many are disgusted and
appalled by the condition in our
bathrooms, yet there has not
been a change. Teenage girls
should have enough pride and
dignity to keep it clean. Since we
are the people who have to use
these bathrooms daily, we should
make an effort to keep a clean
environment.
“The bathrooms are in a
nasty condition because the girls

Please turn to page 14 for
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The debatable topic of love and emotion
By Shaina Thompson
and Ashley Shorter

L

ove can be a very
common emotion for the
average couple, and the different
aspects that evolve in some longterm relationships. There will
always be a battle of the sexes, of
who reveals their love quicker.
The debatable topic of love
and emotions bring about many
opinions. Some believe most
women love more than men, and
even quicker. While others say men
can lure for a compassionate mate
that nurtures them. A statistic states
from a survey in Match,that 60 percent of men feel love at first sight.
“You know when it’s the right
woman, some men get a certain
feeling which I believe is love,” said
Clayborn Walton, 41, married for 11
years. “I would usually get nervous,
and try to do everything to my best
ability to make her feel the same.”

Women are naturally care takers and take greater care in their
love life than men do. Their emotions tend to overpower everything else that matters, and they
find themselves falling in love first.
“Typically, females fall in love
quicker because we love more,”
said Randi Crawford, a senior in
relationship for almost two years.
“We tend to care more because
we are emotional creatures.”
People view love in different
ways; either through someone’s
stature or traits of their personality. These qualities play an important role in the emotional stage of
falling in love.
“I look for looks, education,
commitment, and loyalty in a female,” said Dakota Reid, a senior in
a relationship for close to two years.
Along with falling in love,
come the worries women have
about all that could go wrong.
This can leave them cautious to
let their personal side open up. A

couple could have been together
and engaged for several years,
and there would still be something holding a woman back.
“By being in a relationship
for over nine years, I’ve learned
that from him falling in love first,
that could possibly hinder the future we will spend together,” said
Bobbie Hickobottom, engaged
for eight years.
Males try to uphold a stern
and tough demeanor towards
falling in love, because this could
affect the way their friends or others view them. Many believe that
love is for weaker boys.
“It takes boys more time
to show their hidden emotions
because most do not like to seem
like they are soft or lame,” said
Jada Long, a senior in a relationship for one year. “I can tell it
took time for my boyfriend’s true
feelings to develop fully.”
Many wonder what exactly it
is that may even draw them in to a

person, or keep them around. A lot
of things can strengthen the feelings you have for someone, mainly
the desire for one particular thing.
“Men and women both
have the desire for sex, but men
seem to love quicker when sex is
involved,” said Javon Bright, an
MPHS alumnus in a relationship
for almost three years.
Divorced couples have experienced a love that has diminished
or broken their bond. Although
there was once a very lively and
wild connection between the two,
these feelings can fade. According to TV’s Dr. Phil, a relationship
counselor, states 60 percent of
couples between the ages of 20
and 25, end in divorce, from the
official Dr. Phil website. This also
has a high impact on children.
“Children of divorce have a
higher risk of divorce when they
marry, and even a higher risk if
the person they marry come from
a divorced home,” the site states.

Love and emotions, have been
a topic that is all to hard to
master. Do men fall in love
faster or do women just have
more emotions the men. Let
the battle of who loves more
being.

Stressing over first dates do’s and don’ts
By Jacqueline Weekly

O

n a first date,
most importantly
there should be a like of
interest between the two.
The first date should be
somewhere like a quiet dark
mellow restaurant, or maybe
skating, or even bowling.
Some place with a smooth
first date type of vide to set
the mood right for the two.
According to eHarmony,
If you’re single and dating,
you may be surprised to
learn that the dating life is
actually more deep, even if it
doesn’t always feel that way.
On a first date, there
are a couple do’s and don’ts
that you have to go by.
You don’t really want to
be open on a first date. At
least not too open. Don’t
share too much personal

information. Save that for
after when the two are more
comfortable, and maybe have
even tried a second date, then
maybe you can talk about
personal life.
Before you go on a date
you should do a little searching,
and be honest ,what kind of partner you are looking for. You don’t
just want someone for the hour,
or maybe even for the night, or
even the week. be honest about
what kind of partner you can be.
Be cool calm, and collected. Be
real and authentic, but of course
this does not mean share your
darkest secrets.
Be calm, and not overly
emotional, or dramatic. Being
overly dramatic can be viewed as
a turn off on a first date. Keeping
yourself relaxed can keep you at
ease, and it might just open you
up to have a more interesting
and honest discussion.
Reveal your strengths, and

First dates are all about making a good impressions. If you
choose to be glued to your cellphone, its not a good idea to ask
about the second date.
weaknesses to your date. People want to see what is good
about a partner that may
become something more after
a first date. Make sure you do
yourself justice. Be polite and
well mannered. Nothing kills
a first date faster than being
rude. if you’re expecting your

date to conduct themselves
in a manner that you feel is
respectful, you should exhibit
that same behavior.
Avoid any type of topics
like any special diets you’ve
ever attempted, or any arrest
records. Do not talk about any
of your exes. its best not bring

up past relationships because you can inadvertently
reflect a huge light on any
previous mistakes. And besides, you’re looking forward
to move forward, not back.
Don’t talk about how
miserable and lonely you are.
That can be a big turn off
and should only be kept to
yourself you don’t want to run
a risk of appearing desperate,
or needy, or lonely, or even
looking for a relationship for
all the wrong reasons. You
want to keep your past life in
the past because that’s where
its meant to be. What you can
do is take charge of your first
date by presenting yourself as
a kind and desirable person
who’s looking forward to new
things in life. Share what is
good and positive about you
and your life, and be opening
and willing to learn all you
can about your date.

The importance of having a positive role model in life
By Stephen Green
and Kristen Miles

W

aking up to see a
poster of the beautiful
Adele is normal for senior Aliex
Boey, loving her with every single
glimpse.
Some people, like freshman
Kordell Norfleet, are inspired by billionaire entrepreneurs like Bill Gates
and Apple’s former CEO Steve Jobs.
Role models are very significant to people’s lives. They help to
create their futures and shape who
people are become. Being a teen is
tough. Sometimes they are moody
for reasons they can’t even explain,
and the imposing responsibilities
that come along with adulthood
are right around the corner. Having someone to look up to during
these years can be a huge help.
Having a famous person or
a multimillionaire as a role model

isn’t really that important to senior Adrianna Little.
“My older sister is my role
model,” she said. “She always
had a mind of her own and I did
too but she handled so much
more than I had ever experienced.
I wouldn’t want to live her life
because we are still considered
two different people although we
share the same qualities. I want to
live my own life.”
Some people look to their
favorite celebrities as role models,
but many others find inspiration
from people in their everyday
lives. A number of teens name
family members, particularly their
parents, as their role models.
“Family is what matters
most,” Little said. “Compared to
actors or singers, you examine
our family’s life more closely than
them.”
On the other hand, junior Arielle Daniel feels that twin actors,

Tia and Tamera Mowry, are very
inspiring to her life.
“They respect each other and
bond greatly with each other even
when their acting lives can be so
difficult,” she said. “I even have a
picture of them in my room.”
Teens who idolize a celebrity
who doesn’t give in to such pressures as weight and drugs will
likely benefit from their obsession. If your child chooses someone who gives to charity, dresses
appropriately, is on television or
the news because of her good
deeds and doesn’t get caught
drunk in public, the influence on
your child is probably positive.
“They inspire me to build a
better relationship with my own
sister and become friendlier with
her,” Daniel said. “They push me
forward to follow my dreams.”
Celebrities are everywhere:
grinning from the covers of
magazines in line at the grocery

store, flickering on the TV screen
during shows and advertisements
or posting play-by-plays of their
daily activities online. Kids and
teens are exposed to celebrity
culture as part of daily life, in
many cases, wrote Bettina Drew
from Demand Media.
“Celebrity influence can be
positive; for example, teens might
admire an athlete’s disciplined
workout and approach to nutrition or an actor’s reputation for
a driven work ethic and high
performance standards,” she
wrote. “Parents can help prevent
negative influences of friends and
classmates by observing relationships and looking for warning
signs such as dramatic changes in
clothing or attitudes about school
or family life.”
Scarcely any teens (those
under age 18) view their pastors,
priests, rabbis or imams as role
models, wrote Michelle A. Vu, a

Christian Post reporter. Instead,
many reported seeing their parents as role models (54 percent),
the survey conducted by Junior
Achievement, the world’s largest
organization working to prepare
youths to succeed in the global
market, conducted the survey
on 750 teens across the United
States on Oct. 9-12, 2008, with
the help of Deloitte, an international network of consulting firms.
“Friends (13 percent), teachers
or coaches (6 percent), and siblings
(5 percent) also beat out clergies
as role model figures,” she wrote.
“Just slightly more than one in ten
(11 percent) say they don’t have
any role models. But the poll’s
major finding is that although the
overwhelming majority of teens (80
percent) believe they are ethically
prepared to make moral business
decisions, nearly 40 percent believe
they need to “break the rules” in
order to succeed.”
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B

Being prepared for a first date
leads to success. Doing things
such as bring flowers, open
doors, and pulling in chairs.
Bringing a smile to your dates
face can a lead to a second
date.

owling, skating, movies
and dinner are places
where people usually go their
first dates. A first date could be a
fresh start of a new relationship.
Looking good, smelling good are
good qualities to have going on
your first date.
A good first impression is
everything. Women usually judge
men on their appearance, behavior and their performance on
the date. There are certain things
women are looking for in a men
when going on the first date.
Men should be very gentle
when taking a women on a date,
and there are certain things men
look for in a women; behavior
appearance, body language, and
respect.
“My first date was amazing,”
senior Reanna Harrison said. “I
went to the movies to see ‘Ted,’
It was so funny, but it didn’t keep
me from having fun and focusing all my attention on my date.
We were cuddling most of the

GUN VIOLENCE
continued from page 9

15-24 year-olds and the primary
causes of death among African
Americans of that age group.
More than 30 people are shot and
murdered each day.
“Most areas in Chicago have
a lot of gun violence and it makes
me not want to be in that area,” IB
sophomore Lequila Alexander said.
As of November 20, 2013,
Chicago endured 386 total homicides, according to a RedEye
timeline that tracks homicides.
“I always have to look over
my shoulder for the next bullet,”
sophomore Jacob Bonds said.
“My mom worries and restricts
me from some things because of
the gun violence.”
More than 30,000 people
are killed by firearms each year
in this country. Average annually gun homicides: less than 50:
Japan, less than 150: Germany,
Italy, France, etc. less than 200:
Canada, more than 10,000: USA.
In 2010, guns took the lives
of 31,076 Americans in homicides,

suicides and unintentional shootings. This is the equivalent of
more than 85 deaths each day and
more than three deaths each hour.
“I think that everybody needs
to stop and realize what’s going
on,” Mandelove said. “Black
people get mad when people fit
them into stereotypes, but how
are we going to fulfilling those
stereotypes?”
In 2010, there were 2,711 infant, child, and teen firearm deaths.
On average there were seven such
fatalities daily and 52 weekly.
“To be honest I won’t really
start caring until someone I know
actually gets shot,” Alexander said.
Between 1981 and 2010,
112,375 infants, children, and teens
were killed by firearms. This is 25,000
more deaths than the number of soldiers killed in Korea, Vietnam, Iraq,
and Afghanistan, combined.
“Everyday I feel less and less
safe because of what happens
here in Chicago,” sophomore
Christopher Watkins said.

REVIEWS

movies, and we went out to eat
to Home Run Inn. I really enjoyed
being around him.”
Men are somewhat different
from women when going on a
date. They focus on appearance.
They want their women to look
good and fine, smelling good.
“Not all men are the same,”
senior Sean Bradford said, adding
that he wants his girl to dress very
pretty and smell good.
When he goes out, Bradford
said he likes to make it a special
night.
“I love spoiling my girl,” he
said. “I took my girlfriend out to
eat at Buffalo Wild Wings; it cost
me $30, and then we went downtown to the lake and chilled there
for awhile.”
Canceling a date can affect
the relationship in many ways.
One who’s bumped might feel
that the partner has something
else better to do; the guy could
be going out with another women, or the woman could on other
date with another guy. Getting
canceled on is very heartbreaking

By Londyn Durley
and Dana Anderson

T

his December will
finally be bringing
2013 to an end. But what’s
in store that month to get
things ended, right? Some
new releases of movies will do
the trick, such as “American
Hustle,” “A Madea Christmas,”
“Anchorman 2: The legend
Continues,” and “Here Comes
the Devil.”
“American Hustle” is
a drama movie that tells the
story of a very intelligent con
man named Irving Rosenfeld
who along with his attractive, seductive British partner
Sydney Prosser who is forced to
work for a wild FBI agent Richie
DiMaso. DiMaso pushes them
into a world of Jersey power

continued from page 11

feature a positive message aren’t
necessarily attention-grabbers for
teens.
“Nowadays there aren’t any
positive things on TV,” senior
Brianna Daniels said. “There’s
nothing educational on, just reality shows, basically.”
Not everyone agrees that
television is negative. Many teens
think that just because you see and
hear what is done on TV doesn’t
mean you have to do exactly what
you hear. That television shouldn’t
change their outlook on life.
But with stuff being showed
on TV like sex; it glorifies promiscuity or makes teens think that acting in a sexual way is acceptable, if
not expected for him or her.
“Most of the shows teens
watch are reality shows,” senior
Brandon Riley said. “They don’t
give good outlooks for young ladies or for young men. They don’t
encourage positivity or promote it
either. They are strictly for entertainment and not beneficial at all.”

to many people.
“He wanted to go out with
his guy friends,” junior Alexis
Lowery said. “It was bogus, but I
still went out with my friends and
had fun. I didn’t even care too
much about how he felt, because
he didn’t care how I felt when he
canceled on me.”
Women love going on dates.
It makes them feel special that
the men take the time out their
day to spend time with them,
coming up with things for them to
do is very thoughtful.
Many women appreciate
what guys do for them. It’s not
often that guys plan an event and
spend time with their woman's
because they are feeling that they
can’t trust women.
Getting past a first date can
be very difficult, though. Often it
just doesn’t work out and people
don’t connect right away.
A survey of 38,912 singles
conducted by It’s Just Lunch, a
match-making and dating service,
found that the chances of a second date happening when a guy

hasn’t got in touch in the first 24
hours is as low as 1 in 8.
Some advice to get it right
the first time: On a first date,
don't talk about problems or past
problems, and don't ask your
date about his or hers.
Make sure the conversation is sparkling. Listen when your
date is speaking, and don't look
around the room. Always maintain eye contact.
Be courtesy and respond.
If you had a good time, let your
date know. Be sincere and tell the
truth! Keep your attitude positive
in your conversation and discussions. Be pleasant and happy.
Avoid having high expectations
and just try to have a good time.
“My first date went so
good,” Northern Illinois University student David Dotson said.
“I had a really good time I took
her to Chipotles and bowling. I
didn’t want to go all-out because
it was the first date, but I felt it
was just right because our second date was going to be even
better.”

Winter releases sure to bring laughs

TV VIOLENCE
country. It’s the television shows
that can influence the way a teen
acts or behaves after watching
the broadcast. Things like this can
encourage a teens reactions to
everyday life.
According to a 2011 report by
the American Academy of Child
and Adolescent Psychiatry, American children watch an average of
four hours of television daily.
“Television can be a powerful
influence in developing value systems and shaping behavior,” the
report summary states. “Unfortunately, much of today’s television
programming is violent. Hundreds
of studies of the effects of TV
violence on children and teenagers have found that children may:
become ‘immune’ or numb to
the horror of violence; gradually
accept violence as a way to solve
problems; imitate the violence
they observe on television; and
identify with certain characters,
victims and/or victimizers.”
Unfortunately, shows that

SPORTS
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A brilliant con man, Irving
Rosenfeld who along with
British lover/frightened
newbie Sydney Prosser are
recruited and to work for an
FBI agent, Richie DiMaso
who pushes them into a
woke in the work of Jersey
power brokers and mafia.
brokers and mafia that’s as dangerous as it is adventurous.
Carmine Polito, the passionate, volatile, New Jersey
political operator caught between the con-artists and Feds.
Irving’s unpredictable wife
Rosalyn, could be the one to
have the power that brings the
entire world crashing down.

The movie stars include Eric
Warren Singer, Christian Bale,
Bradley Cooper, and others. The
movie is to be released December
13. From the look of it ,“American

Madea Simmons gets
convinced to help her niece
Eileen pay her daughter Lacey
a surprise visit in the county
for Christmas, but little does
she know that the biggest
surprise is when she arrives.
Hustle” seems like a typical gangster movie, but maybe it’ll prove
critics wrong.
I’m sure all of you are more
than familiar with Tyler Perry movies, which all pretty much give us
a good laugh. Well, Tyler Perry is
back at again with a new movie
“A Madea Christmas.”
But this movie is not your average Christmas tale; this movie
tells of a story about Madea who
gets persuaded into helping a
friend pay her daughter a surprise
visit in the country for Christmas,
but the twist is what they find
when they arrive.
As the small, rural town gets
ready for its yearly Christmas Carnival, new secrets are exposed and
old relationships are tested while
Madea dishes her own Christmas spirit to all. The movies stars
include Tyler Perry, Kathy Najimy,
Chad Michael, Larry the Cable
Guy, and others.
The movies is a comedy
rated PG-13 and is to be released
December 13. For all the Madea
fans, this movie will be sure to
give a great laugh.

Ready for another good
life? Well check out this movie
the “Anchorman 2: The Legend Continues.” This movie
is not a typical comedy it’s a
sequel to the first “Anchorman” and Ron Burgundy is
back at it. With the ‘70s behind
him, San Diego’s top rated
newsman, Burgundy is back
to continue to his anchorman
career. Also back for more
are Ron’s co-anchor and wife,
Veronica Corningstone, weatherman Brick Tamland, man on
the street Brian Fantana, and
sports guy Champ Kind--all of
whom won’t make it easy to
stay classy. While taking the
nation’s first 24-hour news
channel by storm.
The movie stars Will Ferrell, Christina Applegate, Steve
Carell, and many others from
the original film. This movie is
to be released December 20.
If you were a fan of the
first flick, you’ll surely be a fan
of this one.
For all you horror fans are
you ready for this type of scary,
“Here comes the Devil.”
This mystery horror brings
a story of a couple’s preteen
son and daughter mysteriously
reappear after being lost overnight on a wild, cave-riddled
mountainside. Becoming withdrawn and beginning to exhibit
strange behavior, their parents
quickly assume something evil
happened to them while missing and alone.
But after hearing an warning local legend, the concerned
parents begin to realize that
their children may have fallen
prey to something inhuman and
that whatever this dark, relentless evil is it has now returned
home with them.
The movie stars Francisco
Barreiro, Lura Caro. This movie
sure does seem a bit scary,
lets see how many of you will
be jumping out of your seats
when this movie releases on
December 13.
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Senior athlete has hope of being Olympic gymnast in 2016
By Ogi Harvey
and Thomas Jackson

M

organ Park senior
Thomas Jackson
recently announced his
accomplishment of making it
into the Olympic training camp
for gymnastics. If he is selected
among thousands of competitors,
he will go on to compete in the
2016 summer Olympics.
“It is an honor to have made
it into the gymnastics training
facility for the Olympics,” Jackson
said. “I’ve been tumbling since
the second grade but this year is
my first time doing gymnastics.
It’s very challenging because

tumbling and gymnastics are two
different categories.”
When people think about the
Olympics they focus on the main
sports such as track, basketball,
swimming, and volleyball. However, gymnastics is ranked 4th in the
top ten Olympic sports category.
People don’t realize the entire
hard work gymnast go threw just
to perform a one minute routine.
This will be the first year
Jackson participates in gymnastics.
His expertise is originally tumbling.
Transitioning from tumbling (which
is performing flips) to the more
flexible act of gymnastics will be a
challenge. Jackson plans on working harder and harder everyday
to get better for the future. Even

JUST NASTY
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don’t take care of themselves
and don’t care about the bathrooms,” senior Brittney McMillion said. “Obviously, neither
do the janitors; the bathrooms
should be cleaned better.”
Custodians are not
shocked knowing that they
have to clean the bathrooms
daily. They understand their
duties, including keeping the
school clean. Although, they
do expect the bathrooms to
be in a better condition, considering the fact that females
should always be clean with
good hygiene.
“I work nights, so the
bathrooms, for the most part,
are in good shape when I
come,” said Monica Kirk, who
works the night shift. “It can
be maintained more in the day
time, and the girls do not take
their hygiene serious at all.”
This can leave many
wondering how our young
ladies value their bathrooms at
home. People may think they
throw sanitary napkins everywhere, not flush the toilet and
throw hair in the sink in their
own homes.
“I do not feel comfortable in the dirty bathrooms
at Morgan Park,” 8th grader
Imani Davis said. “I treat my
bathrooms at home nice by
cleaning them up twice a week
and mopping them.”
The conditions appear to
be getting worse every year. It
seems as if many girls are competing to see how nasty they
can make the bathroom, to

disgust others. Some instances
are so revolting that they could
only be done on purpose.
“Girls having bowl movements on the floor and leaving
used tampons on floor,” Dixon
said.
It is very easy to spread
germs through not washing
hands, not flushing the waste
in toilet, and then sitting on
the toilet seat. Young women
need to take in consideration
that our school has a public
restroom and that anyone
could use it. Making sure your
body is clean, along with the
condition in the bathroom,
should be a no-brainer; but
there is scientific evidence that
may help persuade some to be
cleaner in their habits.
“Germs in feces can be
propelled into the air when the
toilet is flushed,” director of
clinical microbiology and diagnostic immunology at New
York University Medical Center
and Mt. Sinai Medical Center,
Philip Tierno wrote.
Our female student body
needs to make a serious effort
to improve our bathroom environment. We can learn to be
civil and clean, which will keep
our restrooms sanitary.
Senior Aliyah Simmons is
tired of the disgrace our bathrooms bring about. Like many
others, she does not feel safe
in the filthy bathrooms.
“No one wants to have
to avoid hair, urine and blood
before using the restroom,”
Simmons said.

though 2016 is two years away, he
can’t afford to slack off. There are
many other individuals waiting to
take his place.
“I’ve never seen someone so
dedicated,” said Coach Gibson, a
certified trainer for the Olympics.
“He comes in ready to work every
time we meet. He listens well and
is not afraid to try new things.”
Gymnastics is a sport involving the performance of exercises
requiring physical strength, flexibility, power, agility, coordination, grace and balance. Internationally, all of the competitive
gymnastic sports are governed by
the Fédération Internationale de
Gymnastique .
“Being a gymnast is a lot of
work,” Jackson said. “Waking
up early on weekends, two mile
runs, changing eating habits, and
studying is only 50 percent of
gymnastics. The other 50 percent
consist of pure skill and talent.”
It is important to have fun at
all times and never get frustrated
at what you are doing. When
your upset things will not go your

way and you will start losing your
patience.
“Thomas is very laid back
and humble,” said by a teammate. “He comes in happy and
energetic and ready to work. His
positive attitude makes other
people around the gym want to
do better.”
The men’s USA Gymnastics
team is really not that good, unlike the women’s USA gymnastics
who won gold in the 2012 summer Olympics.
“I sat and watched the men’s
gymnastics team and thought to
myself and said, ‘That’ll be me
one day,’” Jackson said. “They
are really terrible and I think I
would fit in great on the team. If
16-year-old Gabby Douglas can
win gold, then so can I.”
In 2008, the men’s gymnastics team was pretty good. They
placed 4th in the world out of
many countries.
If Jackson succeeds and
makes it to the 2016 summer
Olympics, he plans on bringing
the gold back to the USA.

Senior and aspiring Olympic
gymnast Thomas Jackson
performs at Midday Madness.
(Photo by Timia Strickland)

Football to have very new face next season
By Marcel Harrell
and Charles Bournes

T

he Mustangs will be
forced to rebuild from
virtually the ground up as they
will lose nearly all of their varsity
roster to graduation in June.

The new-look Mustangs will
look even newer next year when
they lose a tremendous amount
of veteran leaders in this Senior
Class. The team will utilize many
first-time varsity players to fill
gaping holes left by collegebound athletes.

Over the past four years,
people have seen many variations of the varsity squad. The
team has had three different

Please turn to page 15 for

REBUILDING
YEAR

WINTER ATTRACTIONS
continued from page 11

Macy’s Walnut Room
its designer clothes, bags, and
shoes, but many didn’t know
Macy’s has a very special restaurant, too.
“Delight in the decked out
Walnut Room on the 7th Floor,
the beloved restaurant dining
room that has hosted many a tea

service since its opening [under
Marshall Field’s and Company] in
1907,” according to choosechicago.com, a website that tells
you the fun things Chicago has
to offer.
The Walnut Room is now
accepting reservations through
January 1, but for those who
doesn’t want to reserve, are welcome too.
“Pagers for same day seating
are available at store opening and
can be picked up on the 7th floor
near the main escalators,” the
website said.
Macy’s also have their famous
holiday windows. This year viewers can expect nostalgic attractions because the store is channeling their past being Marshall
Fields.
“I like Macy’s windows be-

cause it puts you in the Christmas
spirit,” said Phae Elam, student at
Keller Graduate School of Management. “It’s extremely pretty
and makes me happy.”
Some people prefer staying
closer to family around this time
of year.
“I’m going to a Christmas
Eve sleepover at a hotel this
year with my family,” said Jakaira
Johnson, a senior. “Everybody
brings one present to open at
12:00. I can’t wait. ”
Despite all the things to
do throughout the city, some
students prefer staying inside, but
still having fun.
“I am going to put up the
tree, decorate inside our house,
bake cookies, and drink eggnog
during the holidays,” said John
Randolph, a junior.

EDITORIAL: LONGING FOR ‘TOONS GONE BY
continued from page 2

“Rugrats” was a good and
very popular show that aired
in the early ‘90s, all the way
to the early 2000’s.

and 8-year-old aardvark and his
family and friends. There was a
strong emphasis on the educational value of books and libraries, and relationships with family
and friends.
“The Powerpuff Girls”
focused of the adventures of
Blossom, Bubbles, and Buttercup.
A typical episode would be the
girls using their powers to defend
their town from monsters and evil
villains. They would also have
to deal with normal issues that
their viewers would face: sibling
rivalries, loose teeth, personal
hygiene, going to school, bed
wetting, and dependence on a
security blanket.

There is a list of animated
cartoons from the ‘90s that would
serve as teaching tools for their
audience. Unlike teenagers and
adults, children are still in touch
with their imagination. They
believe that they can experiment
in a laboratory like “Dexter,” or
save the world like the “Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles.” Cartoons
that are very popular today don’t
teach their viewers the essential
teaching tools of life.
“The Regular Show” is an
animated televisions series on
Cartoon Network that revolves
around the life of 23-year-old
best friends Mordecai, a blue jay,
and Rigby, a raccoon. Both work

as grounds keepers at their local
park. They try at all costs to avoid
work and entertain themselves by
any means necessary. A regular
episode would consist of these
characters slacking off which
usually lead to extreme or often
supernatural mischief.
“The Amazing World of
Gumball” focuses on Gumball, a
12-year-old cat who consistently
gets himself into trouble. He is
shown to have very limited intelligence. His plans often backfire on
him and lead to trouble. Despite
his rude behavior and poor leadership skills, he can still be loyal
serious and kind-hearted.
Although cartoons from the

2000 are indeed entertaining,do
parents really want their children to look up to 23-year-old
grounds keepers that always
seem to be in trouble, or a
12-year-old cat that has low
self-esteem? Children look up
to these fictional characters they
help to lead them in the right
direction. Cartoon Network has
been focusing more on entertainment and less on morals.
Animated cartoons for
children should focus on entertainment and good morals, rather
then just on entertainment. Cartoons from the ‘90s have indeed
achieved this goal; cartoons from
the 2000s have yet to catch up.
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head coaches, four new coaching staffs, and not to mention
four new offensive and defensive
playbooks since 2010.
According to head coach
Wesley Yates, next year will bring
forth yet another set of coaches
on the MP coaching carousel.
“The team will look the same,
but it will look a little different as
far as the coaching staff,” he said.
“We’re going to bring in some more
coaches to help us move forward at
certain positions and give the young
people what they need.”
The Mustangs will lose 55
percent of their 2013-2014 roster,
where 27 of the 49 total members
are seniors. The new term being
used to describe the rebuilding
process of the team is “ground
zero,” although, Yates seemed to
disagree with that labeling.

RB

Desmond
Earles

Next year’s lineup will be dramatically
different; only those positions that have
a tinted frame will be returning starters.

“As it relates to ‘ground
zero,’ the beat goes on with us,”
he said. “We have a lot of young
team with our JV and they’ve
been around so they know what
it in tells. We just have to keep
working with them and instill the
same values and traditions that
everyone else has.”
The young Mustangs feel they
are up to challenge and can deliver
some great football for the fans
next year. According to Michael
Hawthorne, a freshman athlete
who saw his playing time increase
steadily as the season went on, he
feels the team will do just fine.
“It’s going to be hard,”
Hawthorne said. “We have to work
hard, dedicate ourselves a little bit
more, and be more discipline.”
He described the team for
next year as being “fast and all-

around good players.”
With experience comes
leadership and wisdom, and the
Mustangs will be severely hurt on
the offensive line where all five
starters will be leaving. Three-year
varsity starting left tackle Marcel
Harrell shared his advice for the
young group behind him.
“I feel like they will do fine,”
he said. “If they work hard in the
off-season to get where they need
to be then they will definitely be
able to hold their own next year.
They have to become a family
more than anything. That’s what’s
worked for us the last few years.”
The Mustangs will end up
having to replace 18 of the 22
offensive and defensive starters
before the start of next year’s season. Yates feels they can handle it
as long as they “Do what it do.”

about the rapidly approaching
track season. One of the more
experienced runners on the team,
he has become a great leader and
motivator for those around him.
Recovering from an abrupt ending
to his football season, Bournes is
more determined than ever for
him and his team to leave their
mark in track and field history.
“I feel like we should have
a successful season because we

have a lot of returning talent from
last year that we made it really
far with, so with that I think we
should be able to go even further
this year,” Bournes said. “We really have to work. We have to work
10 times as hard in practice and
we have to maintain or competiveness and focus throughout the
course of the season. I think that
if we can do that then we should
be able to get the job done.”

BOYS TRACK

continued from page 16

tain Brandon Riley is very excited
about the upcoming season.
Being the only to have qualified
for the state meet last season,
he knows first-hand exactly what
it takes to win a city and state
championship. He expects great
things from his team and knows
they will make a lot of noise when
the meets begin.
“I’m real optimistic about it,”
Riley said. “Most of the team last
year was juniors and sophomores,
so this year we will definitely be
more experienced. We also have
much more leadership than last
year which gives me great confidence to think we’re going to go
much further this year. We only
had one person make it to state
this year which was me and we
did pretty well in the city qualifier,
so with the people that are supposed to be coming back I think
we are going to do way better.”
Senior 4x1 captain Charles
Bournes is also very optimistic

MIDDAY MADNESS
continued from page 16

painting, but as a school, we
did appreciate it.”
The school showed so
much love, by filling the gym
with so much school spirit.
“It was cracking,” said
Danielle Washington, another
fan who attended. “The team
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Players, fans
expect repeat

continued from page 14

Dakota
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did well, it was more than what
I expected. And it definitely
got me waiting and ready for
the season to start.”
The Mustangs will have
their first home game on December 10 against Gwendolyn
Brooks High School.

T

he boys varsity
Mustangs and student
body expect the IHSA 3A Class
defending champions to take
an unprecedented second title
in a row this season.
Starters point guard
Charlie Moore, guard Torrence Johnson, guard Kain
Harris, guard forward Lamont
Walker and guard forward Josh
Cunningham are expected to
lead the varsity team to many
victories.
“Winning state makes me
feel like I accomplished a goal
that I will always remember,”
Walker said. “As a team, we’re
mentally ready, but by the time
of the official game day, we
should be ready. We’re not
on the same page as last year.
Fans should expect a more
exciting season; it can be an
emotional season if we let
them down.”
Experts are also predicting great things for the squad.
Michael O’Brien’s Super 25
basketball rankings, as of December 1, have the Mustangs
ranked No. 4 behind Whitney
Young (CPS), Marian Catholic, and Stevenson. Simeon is
ranked No. 5.
Basketball season is
expected to take a toll on fans
with many expecting something different.
“We’re going to win city
and state,” said Alan Cail,
the manager of the team.
“It’s going to be very exciting. Everybody can show their
true talents since the Big 3 are
gone. We’re ready.”
Ready as they say they
are, the team is making promises to not let the fans down.
“[We’ll be] undefeated,”
Cail said. “We’re that good,
everything is really the same,
we’re just working harder.”
Even with new additions
on the team, that shouldn’t
stop them from another victory.
“Even though I didn’t
go to state last year because
I didn’t play varsity I believe
were going to win,” said
sophomore Jamal Burton. “We
are by far the most talented

team in the city. We had Mark
McGwire, former player of the
NBA come in and give us tips
on rotating on defense, fixing
up offense, and bettering our
plays.”
Around November, the
basketball teams are really
starting to get their heads in
the game.
“State felt good, it was a
great experience as a team, all
around it got me to become
a better player, physically,
mentally, and emotionally,”
said sophomore Charlie Moore
whose been player varsity since
freshman year. “Yeah, I’m ready,
we’re ready as a team.”
It won’t be easy to overcome the loss of former players
Billy Garrett, Kyle Davis, and
Markee Williams, all who graduated last June.
“There’s a big difference
from last year,” Walker said,
“We lost 85 percent of scoring, and 15 percent of our
rebounding. Same practice as
last year, we’re doing the same
thing to win we’re going to
play harder and work harder.”
With the new captain,
things are definitely looking
different this season.
“As captain, it’s hard
because the younger players
look up to me on and off the
court,” Walker said, “but at the
same time, the captains from
last year guided me. When you
take on the role, it’s like being
a big brother--we’re a family.”
Some of the players are
saying staying focused is not
as easy as it looks, but the
payoff is.
“Playing is worth it, beside
basketball being a sport, it’s
paying me way to college,”
said Johnson, who is a starter
this year.
Coaching hasn’t changed
for the boys. The season is
looking great, and the coach
is already making predictions
for at least one big game this
month.
“They were born ready,”
head coach Nick Irvin said,
who has coached the team
since November 2008. “It’s
our time of the year. Simeon is
always our rivalry school, which
always turns out to be a good
game, but on December 19th,
we’re taking the money.”

PLAYOFF LOSS
continued from page 16

school football career ended.
“I think things would’ve been
different if I would’ve played because of the veteran experience
I have,” Fleming said, who endured a viscous injury to a finger
on his right hand during an earlier
game. “I wish I could’ve played,
but I wasn’t cleared fast enough
before game time and how to
watch my boys battle without me.
I didn’t envision my high school
career going down hill like this.”
The last time the Mustangs
won the city title was in 2007,
when they beat Simeon, 22-7.

They played in 2012 and 2010,
but lost to Simeon (35-14) and
Curie (in overtime, 40-34), respectively.
Had the Mustangs won, they
would have gone on to meet
Simeon for the Public League
title, for the second year in a
row. The Wolverines won their
third city title in a row, but went
on to lose the Prep Bowl against
Brother Rice, 14-12.
The Mustangs were shorthanded going into this year’s playoffs
when another senior linebacker,
James Jackson Jr., broke his hand

and Fleming having a grotesque
finger injury.
With these two key players
out, gaping holes were left in
the strong Morgan Park defense.
However, the D-Unit pitched
four shutouts during the regular
season and held a high-octane
offense in check against Al Raby
High School, beating the Raiders
14-6.
According to head coach
Wesley Yates, he plans on helping
the graduating players to the next
level of football. He plans on using his connections with college

coaches to help all seniors get a
chance to play another four years
of football.
“Our goal now is to have
the most kids in the city go off
to school and get the upcoming
seniors ready for next season,”
Yates said. “We are disappointed
in the way our season ended,
and we will evaluate all the things
that went wrong and learn from
them, but right now I’m focused
on helping my seniors get out the
door.”
Even in gloomy times, right
now the future is bright for the

Mustang program with a lot of
young talent moving up in the
ranks.
Special teams coordinator
and track coach Terry Atkins has
big expectations for next year.
“This off-season is all business because there will be no
playing around in the weight
room and all skill positions will
be running track,” Atkins said.
“Proper preparation prevents
poor performance. With that
being said, we will be prepared
for any team that steps before us
next year. ”
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Defending state champs host Midday Madness for fans
By Lamont Walker

T

Above: Junior varsity shooting guard
Kain Harris performs one of the top
dunks on the day. (Photos by Timia
Strickland, Danielle Washington, and
Brittney McMillion)
Right: Senior power forward Joshua
Cunningham dunks over teammates
Dellan Whatley, sophomore Charlie
Moore, and freshman Cam Irvin.

Below: Senior Aaliayah Simmons is all
smiles for this year’s varsity squad.

Mustangs miss city title game
after surprise loss to Brooks

Boys track ready
to take run at title
By Quincy Beaird

W

DE Jawon Denton tries to take down a Gwendolyn Brooks back on
a run deep in Mustangs territory. (Photo by Brittney McMillion)
By Tahje Hartley

T

he Mustangs varsity
football squad
finished their post season run
in the quarter final round of the
Chicago Public League (CPS)
Public League playoffs with a
disappointing loss to Gwendolyn
Brooks College Prep, 42-6.
The Mustangs finished their

season 6-6 with many seniors left
with a disgusting taste left in their
mouth. The team’s inconsistent
play led to the derailment of the
season and many unhappy players, coaches, fans, and parents.
Senior linebacker and defensive end, Jareem Fleming, was
displeased with the way his high

Please turn to page 15 for
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ith January quickly
approaching, the
boys Mustang track team has
already begun to train and
condition for their upcoming
indoor/outdoor season.
The track season is approaching and all of the runners
are beginning to prepare. Many
of the runners are coming off
of a disappointing end to their
football season and want to
redeem themselves by going to
state and killing the competition.
“[It’s a] goal well-deserved and definitely past
due for the Mustangs,” senior
sprint captain Timothy Smith
said. “We didn’t win much
during the football season
and that motivates me a lot to
make this track season great.
It makes me want to walk out

of my senior year with at least
one state title.”
Head coach Ryan Berba
feels as though this track season
will be one of the best. Reviewing every detail and hitting every
critical point, he feels that with
experience and personal the
team could do big things.
“This year we have a
lot more experience, better
leadership and that has helped
us develop a winning culture,”
Berba said. “Guys know what it
takes to win. They know it’s not
something that happens overnight. They know that to be
victorious in the city championship it’s a culture that needs to
be developed and we’ve got
that culture this year.”
Senior 4x4 relay (four
athletes by 400 meters) cap-

Please turn to page 15 for
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he boys varsity
basketball team hosted
a Nike Midday Madness to start
off their 2013-2014 basketball
season, on Friday, November 22.
This event was like a pep
rally before the season actually
started. The Nike Midday Madness consisted of performances
from our cheerleading and pom
pon team, a skills challenge,
dunk contest, and a scrimmage
between the varsity and junior
varsity basketball team.
Nike representatives provided and distributed special gear
to the fans, such as Nike T-shirts,
foam fan-fingers, and flyers. At
the local level, special planning
had to be conducted before the
show could get off the ground.
“The team and I had been
planning this event since the beginning of October,” varsity basketball manager Alan Cail said.
Since the basketball team
won the IHSA Class 3A state title
last season, Nike gave special
gifts to the players and the
coaches, too.
“As a player, I really enjoyed,
and appreciate everything Nike
did for us to have a successful Midday Madness,” Lamont
Walker said.
The skills challenge included
teammates Dellan Whatley, Torrance Johnson, Jarrin Randle, and
Charlie Moore; Assistant Principal
Dr. Mark Simmons; and select
fans from the stands. Whatley and
his team won the skills challenge.
Next up was the dunk contest which featured Walker, Jamal
Brown, Kain Harris, and Markus
Johnson.
Before the event, English
teacher and basketball fan Gerald
Winston made a prediction as to
who would be the victor in this
fun competition.
“Kain Harris is going to win
the dunk contest,” he said. “First
thing, the other contestants are
too tall. Kain is shorter so his
dunks will automatically look better, because he will have to jump
higher. Then, there’s the fact that
he can jump out the gym, and put
in a little creativity, so this should
be no contest.”
However, sophomore Jamal
Brown won after throwing the
ball off the wall and doing a 360
degree dunk.
“It felt good to win, but I just
wanted to have fun out there and
impress the crowd,” Brown said.
He impressed the crowd so
much that they ran on the court,
too.
The scrimmage was up next,
which was also the last event of
the evening. The game consisted
of the starting five against the
bench players.
The crowd was hyped to see
them play against each other.
Well, of course, you know you
the starting five won, but that wasn’t
the problem. Point guard Moore
came down the court and made
point guard Whatley fall. The crowd
went crazy, screaming and yelling.
“It was turned up,” fan Timia
Strickland said. “Nike came out
and showed us love. I didn’t
expect the lights and the wall
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